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ESTANCIA

The wise man always takes
note of all facts obtainable that
may touch him in the things be
plans to do or not to do.
The financial situation in this
county is better than ever before since the county was settled
and organized, but just now
there are unusual elements in
the situation which the prudent
man will carefully consider.
The statements of the .banks
of Torrance county for Dec. 31,
1917, showed total deposits of
$574,199.88, being an increase
over the deposits at the last previous reports of $113,634.41.
The deposits were divided between the banking towns as follows:
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THE FINANCIAL

NEWS-HERAL-

been met, there remains to be
provided for a considerable out-a- o
on this score before another
crop is marketed.
Looking to the future, we can
see no reason to hope that money
mav be easier here soon, and it is
well enough to face the conditions that must certainly be met.
It is said that the bean farmers
have already discounted their
expectations, so that practically
all the money to be received for
beans is already here in the form
of loans.
The only sources from which
outside money may, be expected
to flow in during the next six
months is from sales of wool
and cattle, and from government

farm loan.

If woolgrowers sell instead of
holding, a considerable inflow
may be expected irom tnese
The amount of
three sources.
money already received on gov
ernment loans is not large, but
the loans approved and not yet
received amount to perhaps
f 100,000..

To offset this there are two
heavy dains to be met loans to

CONDITIONS IN MEXICO

All ladies interested in Red
Cross work are invited to come
to our new work room. Everything is painted white and in a
sanitary condition.
There is
much to be done and all help is
earnestly solicited.
The room rents for $15.00 a
Mr. Berkshire allows
month.
$3.00 per month on the rent.
The following have contributed
and promised to pay each month
for the maintenance of our Red
Cross room:
Sam Jenson, $1.00.
Mr. Green, $1.00.
Mr.' Shelton, $2.50.
Mr. Williams, $1.00.
Mr. Pope, $1.00.
Mr. Spitzmesser, $1.00.
Katherine Garvin, 50c."
Rex.Meador, 50c.
Oscar Kemp, 50c.
Leo Douglas, 50c.
Mr, Strong, $1.00.
Tom Rapkoch, $1.00.
Willie Elgin, 50c.

Dr. Wichman is now at Chihuahua, Mexico, and writes as
follows:
"Conditions in and around the
city of Chihuahua are about normal, but there are very few
Americans in the city to date,
where there were in normal
times before the war from 2,000
to 3,000 all the time.
The railroad equipment, or
what is left of it, ' is ready for
Our company in
the junk pile.
shipping ore, coal or coke furnish
their own locomotives and cars-e- ven
the men but they are subject to the orders and rules of
the railroad company.
. In coming up here our engine
broke down and one of the company trains had to push the passenger train for miles until we
got an engine from Chihuahua.
The Mexican authorities and
people are doing everything pos
sible to open up the mines and
smelters in the state--
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IF YOU DON'T PLANT ANYTHING, WHY NATURALLY, NOTHING WILL GROW. YOU CAN START A FORTUNE TO GROWING
WITH ONE DOLLAR. YOU'LL NEED THAT MONEY SOME DAY.
THE FARMER IS WILLING TO WAIT FOR HIS CROP TO
GROW. ARE YOU NOT WILLING TO PLANT A FEW DOLLARS
AND LET IT GROW?
IT IS A MIGHTY COMFORTABLE FEELING TO HAVE A FAT
BANK BOOK IN YOUR POCKET.

COMETO OUR BANK.
Mr. Leo Douglas, notary pub
NEXT SUNDAY
the government and automobiles. lic, donated .his services to the
First, we must loan somewhere Red Cross society by drawing up Is the big day at the Estancia
DIRECTORS
A. 3. GREEN, 3. B. HERNDON1, H. F. SHELTON
Baptist Sunday school.
DR. C. 3. AMBLE, 3. S. KELLY, ANNIE PORTER.
from $50,000 to $100,000 to the a lease for the building.
We have our aim set for 125.
government. The word "must"
The local Chapter has received
is used advisedly.
If we don't letters from Duran and Pro- - Come and bring at least one For sale cheap, 1 good work For sale, work horses, mares,
friend. Can we count on you?
do it voluntarily it will be
gresso, wishing to organize a
Clyde M. Everitt, Supt. v team. 1 mare with foal. Inquire and saddle horses, part broke,
squeezed out of us. Some of us branch and do their bit in aiding
of Leo Doug la or Farmers and part unbroke. Fair size. G. W.
are not yet awake to the fact the American Red Cross.
Stockmens Bank.
Felton, 4 miles east of Mcintosh.
the
war,
For
but
we
at
are
Sale.
that
yarn
on
plenty
of
is
There
Five second hand Fords in Al
old
your
to
forget
bring
Don't
sleepy ones will be rudely awakac
Coming 2- - and
hands now for all those who can
condition at bargain prices.
you come to town.
when
sacks
ened soon.
climated and registered Hereford
Valley Auto Co.
L. Burruss.
Some readers may be surprised knit socks.
bulls. Choice team young work Fred
A LIE
that automobiles are mentioned
mules' For further information
as a serious drain, but if so, it is The following excellent article apply tp H. W. Melton, Negra,
because they have not stopped printed in the Philadelphia North N. Mex.
NEAL JENSON, Cashier
C. A. BURRUSS, President
to think about it. It is expected American is worth reprinting
J. N. BURTON. Vice Pres. ED. W. ROBERSON, Ass'tCash'r
Vice President. Directors: Willie Elgin, F. T.
that the estimate given below here for every woman's
existent collar) to find the money C. ORTIZ, 2ndMeadows,
A. Abbott, Robert Lynn.
&
will be questioned, but it has
secreted.
she there
'
is
carefully
made and
been very
'The officer does this and is
"The American woman ought
St0rm
I3atCk y0UF r00 Unt
believed to be conservative.
to be aware by this time that a overcome with embarrasment
.

Estancia Savings Bank

$279,243.05
Estancia
152,919.83
Willard
87,297.00
Mountainair
54,740.00
Encino
The reports for March 4th show
total deposits in the county of
$566,971.53, a shrinkage of
being divided between
the banking towns as follows:
$302,073.60
Estancia
125,456.96
Willard
89,649.51
Mountainair
49,791.40
Encino
The upkeep of automobiles and
'rumors' when a shining gold piece or a
The falling off was at Willard the sales of gasoline and oils great many
"tTT
to economize until
about
the crisp greenback is revealed.
constantly
circulated
and Encino, Mountainair show- amount to $10,000 a month at
necessity compels.
is
purpose
to
of
this lie
'The
ing a small gain and Estancia a Estancia alone. This is exclusive war activities in which they are
cir- discourage the making and send
lies
nothing
but
engaged
are
considerable gain. The money of the purchase price of new
Conditions are abnormal. It is very necessary that we
ing of soldiers' and sailors' commeet these conditions with special caution and effort
situation at Willard and Encino automobiles, which when the culated by enemy aliens.
"The latest lie is the sweater forts, and at the same time to
on ourvpart.
It is also necessary that you and your
no doubt is more heavily affected
machines go to the scrap heap
create suspicion and distrust in
banker work together in harmony, and talk these matthan at other points in the coun- must be counted as expense. story, now being circulated regard to
ters over and plan to meet these problems before they
such trustworthy agenty by the operations of the sheep There are four or five other throughout the country which
arise.
cies for war relief as the Red
colorings
given
various
been
has
ranchers, whose deposits are now towns in the county where garYou will always find this bank ready and willing to
and
auxiliaries.
Cross
its
approaching the lowest ebb of ages and repair shops are main of alleged fact
you and aid in any consistent manner towards
meet
"In substance, this story is "In whatever form it appears,
helpingyou over the rough places.
the year.
tained, and in practically every
Worse than that, it
j
is said to have it is a lie.
Also it should be remembered town in the county gasoline and based upon what
someone is a lie circulated for the sole
experience
of
the
interest
been
is
our
interest
Your
that between December 31 and oils are sold. The yearly ex
usually 'a friend of a friend of purpose of weakening our counMarch 4 the county made pay- pense bills for automobiles in
who knitted a sweater to try's cause. Everyone who hears
mine'
ments of near $50,000 on govern- this county runs to from $200,000
BANK
a gift to her son or it should outspokenly nail it as a FARMERS AND STOCKMENS
as
send
ment bonds and absorbed War to $300,000 a year probably
lie, and thus do all that can be
nephew
or
husband
or
brother
of
Savings Stamps to the amount
nearer the latter sum than the or friend in the Army or Navy, done to nullify its evil results."
about $4,000 which money was former.
and carefully sewed into the
out
of
the
clear
taken
of course
In shaping our course for the pocket or the collar (Army and
county.
future it behooves us to consider Navy sweaters have no collars) a
Further, the very unusual bean all these things.
$5 or $10 gold piece or a $5 or
situation has operated to tighten
$10 banknote.
money conditions in the county.
For Sale.
"This generous knitter later
Up to March 4 very little money
500 head high grade Hereford visits the camp or ship where is
had come in for beans shipped
out. Indeed, it is probably true cattle. Also some grade Perdi- stationed the young man who
will was to have received the sweat- that no money worth mentioning eron mares 3 and
had come in from this source at make good work mares, with foal er, and is amazed to see an or
that date. The bean money was by Percheron stallion. A. R. ficer wearing the. sweater she
made- - She
asks the officer
all in the form of loans. One Dean. Estancia.
where he got it, and he tells htr
buyer told the writer a few days
I received today and he bought it for $6 or $8. She
ago that his firm had bought and
paid for $80,000 worth of beans hold for sale 5,000 pounds feed then tells the. officer that she
that had not been shipped out corn and 600 pounds nice, good, made it, and to prove her statement, asks him to look in the
Ordinarily
transactions clean seed wheat. Juan Csuch
pocket or rip the collar (the non- Torreón.
Phone
as
a
would not affect deposits
merely resulting in a
whole,
shifting of credits. But the mon
ey so far paid out for beans has
come from outside, and there
fore when they bring the money
unwTH
riDCT ntr a
in, it must be returned to pay
obligations
incurred.
thus
the
We shall shortly inaugurate a "SPECIAL
It is also true that the banks
SALES DAY" when bargains of special merit
at this time have more than the
will be offered. Watch for announcement.
usual amount of money borrowed
and reloaned o their customers,
Meanwhile, take advantage of the bargains we
which must some day go back
offer every day.
where it came from.
There have been heavy pay
ments for goods purchased, in
cluding hay, feed and machinery,
HEADQUARTERS FOR EVERYTHING
HOMF. OF JOHN DEERE IMPLEMENTS
and while no doubt the greati f
Lowest
Where Prices are
part ot tnese oongations nave
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Don't

all

Stockmen and Farmers!
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Through the influence of our Secretary we
are so fortunate as to get one more car of

Cottonseed Sake, 43 percent pro
tein or better, to be shipped the first

Jar-amill-

Due
Accounts
r

week in April. Leave your orders now. Don't
wait, for this is surely the last car we will be
able to purchase.
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Copyright A.
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Mn. Schmltt Was Miserable From

Asr

Kidney Trouble Until Dotn'i Came
to Her Assistance. Now Well
"My kidneys gave out during the
change of life," aya Mr. Margaretha
Schmitt, 63 Alabama Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. "My back ached and pained
When I moved in
aa if it were broken.
bed, sharp, darting paina caught me

North Atlantic
"

acroaa

-

cnuse of the sail," she said, "You dis thankfulness in his action, and he con rail disappeared, and a moment later
tinued to glare at us with one eye open the round, red face again appeared.
armed the man?"
"Aye, we'll take yer, sir," he called
Yes, I have his revolver in my in sullen Insolence.
THE CASTAWAYS ARE SIGHTED BY A SHIP, THE INDIAN
pocket and the knife also. He win
The sun blazed down upon us out down, a touch of deference in his
THEY
HERE
ABOARD
THEM
WHICH
TAKES
CHIEF,
make no more trouble. Come, we will of a clear sky, glistening along the hoarse voice. "Ye'll understand the
Yer
divide a biscuit between us, and then foam of racing waves, but, as noon ap trouble once yer come aboard.
RATHER AMAZING
FIND CONDITIONS
proached, the southern sky became all able to climb, I reckon?"
it will be your turn to He down."
misty, the clouds Increasing In den"We have a woman with us."
"But doesn't McCann have any?"
"He has had more than his share al sity until we could see only a few
"It'll be quite a job to rig up a
on
guest
story.
a
Is
the
tells
Synopsis Robert Hollls, who
ready. I'll offer him a swallow of w- hundred yards" beyond our bow. It swing, sir."
"stag"
supposed
to
a
be
Is
Esmeralda,
It
yacht,
Carrtngtoa's
Olrard
aterthat's all. I Imagine the way his was not a storm cloud, and brought
I turned and looked at her; then up
party, and Hollls Is surprised on discovering a woman, who evidently
head feels, he has forgotten all about with it no fear of disaster, but com- the straight steel sides looming before
wishes to remain unknown aboard, Hollls, the next night, succeeds In
being hungry'
pletely blotted out the horizon, and us, but before I could speak, she had
having an Interview with the woman. She merely tells him her nam
gave n dark, sullen gloom to the sur made decision.
"You had to strike him?"
la Vera. Carrlngton tells his guests of the coming war, and that he
"Slightly, a mere tap of sea disci rounding waters.
"I can go up the ladder, Mr. Hollls,"
Holand
a
In
sunk
collision
Is
yacht
copper
pool.
The
Is engineering a
pline," and I glanced at my knuckles.
It must have been three o'clock when she said firmly. "I am not afraid."
lls saves McCaan, millionaire, and one of the party. Hollls and Mo
He was armed, you know, and I could McCann suddenly gave vent to a
"All right," I called. "Lower away.
McCaan reCann rescue Vera and leave the ship In a small boat
take no chances. There is no harm startled roar, straightening to his and send a man down to steady it beenough
fuses to submit to the authority of llollls, and the latter enforces
you
;
not
Come
are
tired
done.
knees, and pointing straight ahead Into low."
'
to rest?"
the smother. I stared, but saw nothing
The little dinghy swept in easily.
She glanced up Into my face.
except the grotesque forms assumed by and,
under my directions, McCann awk
"You will call me at midnight if I the whirling mist, but Vera leaned out wardly
fended it off from scraping
because I am the only one on board fail asleep?"
over the side, shading her eyes.
CHAPTER VII Continued.
against the steel sides. As the rope
knowing the ways of the sea. I told
'If I feel worn out then, and the
I asked sharply.
"What is
However, our conversation lapsed at you plainly what you were to do, and sea keeps as It is, or no worse. There, "Make a report, man!"
last, through sheer weariness on my I propose to enforce my orders. Not take my coat for a pillow. No, really I
'A ship yonder I" he shouted, but
part I had been at the steering oar another bite will be given you today, shall not need It; this is 'an Ideal sum without turning his bead. "I saw It
mer night but we are out of the track plainly enough, but It has gone now."
so long, staring out Into that drear ex- - or tomorrow."
"Is that so?" be drawled, a wicked of ships."
panse of ocean and sky, that every
"I see It, Mr. Hollls I" the girl cried
'But do you still believe we win find excitedly.
muscle of my body ached, and my eyes smile revealing his teeth. "Ton must
"Bight out there through
yon
dealing
remain
are
a
'
think
to
forced
scarcely
foremast
with
could
be
oner"
that lane of mist It's a big steamer 1"
besides
open. In the silence she must have no- hand. It takes something
"I have every faith in the world," I
'Straight ahead?"
ticed this, for she exclaimed suddenly'; threats to run me. Mr. Robert Hollls." answered heartily, determined to con'Just a little this way there! yon
He half arose to his feet but I forced ceal my doubts. "If the weather holds can see her now!"
"Why, I never thought! you most be
nearly dead with fatigue.- Let me take him back onto the thwart none too pleasant, we should be far enough
I did, a mere glimpse. Instantly ob
gently. His face was red with passion, south by morning to be in the north scured,
the oar while you sleep." '
but visible again a moment
adYork
and
eyes
to,"
New
malevolent.
shall
his
am
have
between
I
Atlantic lane
afraid I
"I
McCann was on his feet ges
yonl take your bands off Liverpool. Lie down, and rest. Miss later.
mitted, "for I must keep awake toJ
ticulating wildly.
x
me I" be snarled. "No blustering sea Vera: there is no sign of any storm
night Ton feel competent?"
you !" he shouted, "put
"Now, d
"Why, of course; you saw me steer. bully Is going to make me jump at the brewing, and tomorrow you'll probably us on board there, and I'll show you
If anything goes wrong I can call you crook of his finger. Ton touch me have the deck of a liner under your who I am. You brute, I dare you to
easily enough. Please lie down for a again, and I'll show you who I am, you feet"
put us on board."
big brute. Me take orders from you?
few hours."
I know not how much she may bave
"Sit down !" I ordered. "Now, keep
I looked about permitting her to Why, pooh; Tve got more money In believed of what I said, but she smiled still,
and stand by with that rope. I'll
New York than you ever saw."
grasp the oar, and slip Into my seat
and lay down put you
me a cheerful good-nigall right, but until I do,
"If you owned the Bank of England In the bottom of the boat, my coat fold- you will aboard
"Keally I feel as if I must" I said
obey what I say, or go into
regretfully, "and there can be no dan- It would mean nothing to me. You will ed nnder her head. She rested there
ger while things keep as they are. Call do what I say, or I'll make you."
motionless, her face shadowed by one the water."
I took my eyes off blm, and stared
"You will? How?"
. .
arm, and very soon her regular breathme, though. If there la a change In the
"No matter how Tve trained more ing convinced me she slept like a tired at the vessel, conscious Instantly that
weather, for that jury mast will never
was wrong. She was ap
something
men than you to obedience In my time, child. I looked at her shadowy figure;
stand any weight of wind."
freighter, four
then forward to where McCann hung parently a big steel
"I promise; but I am a better boat- and always found a way."
thousand tons I guessed, her water line
"Huh I the bucko-mat-e
business. silent In the bows.
man than yon think."
cargo, and her bows
What If we should not overhaul a showing a heavywhere
I must have slept for several hours hey?" he sneered. "Well, just try that
the black paint
rust
undisturbed, for, when I finally opened on me. If you think It safe. I'll show ship? What If some evil fate would red with
disappeared.
The foremast was She Did Not Hesitate, Grasping the
my eyea once more the sky above us you "
permit of our floating on unseen? And had
Rope Firmly In Her Hands.
tops,
remaining a
off
the
at
broken
His hand darted back toward his hip there were few eatable biscuits left
was beginning to turn purple with twi
bridge
light, and the bréese had failed, so that pocket but I was looking for the move- and barely a cupful of tepid water. The great splinter, and where the
straightened, I caught the lower
ladder
wheelhouse ought to be there was
the sail flapped Idly against Its impro- ment and ready. His fingers had bare thought of what the end might be near- and
showing coil, and held it firmly. Down the rat
wreckage,
mass
piled
of.
a
weapon
when
gripped
ly
of
in
was
his
alone
me,
the
butt
as
sat
the
ly crazed
there
I
vised mast This, perhaps,
A wheel lines, hand over hand, until he dropped
the bulwarks.
noise which had aroused me. I sat up my clinched fist crashed Into his face. the silence and gloom I could picture black above
the boat came one of
aft on the poopdeck, sprawling Into
wide awake Instantly, and stared about I have struck harder blows, for I was those final hours of despair, as we lay had been rigged
evidence of hu- the crew a coal black negro. The
me In the boat There was little not poised to put my whole weight be- stasyed and helpless In the ungulded and there alone I sawOne
standing on the
now
above,
fellow
fellow stood
change noticeable;' Miss Vera still hind It yet the man went over as ooat tne gin merciiuny unconscious, man beings on board.
rail and clinging to a backstay, roared
spokes,
another
while
gripping
the
lay
ax,
by
and
though
hud
floored
an
no
perhaps, and McCann a gibbering Idiot
dung to the steering oar, showing
the rail fac- down at him.
utward signs of weariness, and greet- dled In the bows quivering like a My God I I must stop thinking I I leaned motionless against
Haul her in, Slmms; haul her In.
saw us, alone
ing
Neither
forward.
from
aye,
jelly
;
jerked
revolver
the
fish.
and
of
sake
I
nod
man
must
the
her
smile
be
me
and
a
a
tot
with
ed
That's more like it. Now bold all
l,
so as to do a though I swung my hat and sent a taut Send up the lady first, captain;
head ; but McCann bad moved forward, the grip of his hand, dropped It Into retain my
hall across the Intervening water. The
and sat playing Idly with an open Jack my pocket, wrenched the open knife man's work to the end.
there'll be a hand to help her In the
my face.
from the wood in which It stuck, and
At midnight the wind was at Its girl glanced back Into
knife.
chains."
Mr.
them,
matter
with
Is
the
"What
blade.
girl,
closed
yon
well,
as I
slept
the
height and I did not call the
"I bear testimony that
She did not hesitate, grasping the
something
"Is
asked.
Hollls?"
she
fool,"
you
ordered
up
now,
'Get
cheerfully.
I
to
steer
girl
her
the
craft
Hollls,"
not
trust
dared
Mr.
said
the
rope firmly in her hands as the negro
"I did not realize until I lay down sharply. "Oh, yes, you will," and I through such rough water. She slept wrong?"
I lifted her high enough to get
"I am afraid so; their foretop mast and
how weary I was," I replied, adopting gripped him by the collar and lifted undisturbed, not even changing her poIt looks as though it had foothold.
ier manner, "but really you bad no him roughly to his knees.you "ThateverIs sition, a mere dim outline at my feet is down, and
'You are aU right Miss Vera?"
will
Forward McCann had stowed himself smashed the bridge and wheelhouse
right to let me He so long. Why, I likely to be the last time
'Yes," she called down.
up
an
rigged
They
have
fell.
when
gun
on
an
me.
It
attempt
pull
a
to
Hake
away
or
beyond the bow thwart, and I
four
must have been sleeping three
'Then go up, but hold tight; the
other movement, McCann, and I'll could, see nothing of him under the emergency wheel aft Can you make vessel may roll."
hours, and yon will be tired out."
name?"
her
"Oh, no; It was no trick at all. The throw you overboard. You take your bight of the sail. I was the only one out
'
McCann followed, too glad to thus
"The Indian Chief of Philadelphia."
awake in the leaping boat, fighting Its
wind kept steady until just a few mo"No regular liner probably a tramp. escape me to refuse, yet plainly enough
desperate way through black waters
ments ago, aad I do not feel In the
with fear. As soon as I saw
I never saw funnels painted like that halt dead dangling,
under the dull gleam of the stars.
least fatigued."
while the seamen
bis legs
"And yon have seen nothing? no
The sun had begun to show above before, and she shows no flag. How above dragged him Inboard, I drew
storm."
any
port
a
in
ever,
finally
girl
before
no
the
horizon
smoke,
sail?"
the
myself up to the lower ratline, leaving
I stood up, hollowing my hands.
awoke, and sat up in the bottom of the
She shook her head, her eyes grown
"Ahoy there ! Indian Chief, ahoy !' the negro alone to hold the line.
grave. ..
boat staring about her with wide-ope- n
;.;!
"Hey, above there," I shouted. "What
The man leaning on the after rail
eyes, as though startled by the change
"Not B thing; we seem to be absowe do with the boat?"
In the aspect of the sea. Finally she turned, and gazed down at us, shading shall
lutely alone In the Immensity of the
"Let her go ; there Is no room to stow
lifted herself to the nearest thwart, his eyes, and the heads of a half dozen
sea just one great wave after the
others bobbed up above the forward it on deck. Come aboard, Simms.
and greeted me reproachfully.
other. It It gets on my nerves."
We went up together, the ladder
You have let me sleep an nignt ana bulwarks. I could see the fellow aft
"It certainly does ; such a sight has
lying on your coat You must be tired plainly now, a broad, stocklly built swinging dizzily to our movements.
But
driven more than one Insane.
wearing
voice of the man who seemed to be
The
face,
man, with extremely red
nearly to death."
what does this mean? Why Is the bis- Far from It; and we are to be overalls, and a woolen shirt, open at In command growled, down from the
eolt bag out here?"
blessed with another day of sunshine. the throat. In appearance there was poop:
I pointed to the bottom of the boat,
'Haul In the ladder, and stow It;
Perhaps by afternoon the sea will have nothing of the officer about him, yet
beyond her feet Her eyes met mine.
gone down, and I can get a nap. Are It was bis voice which finally answered then go forward and get some o' that
her answer made In a whisper.
note
my hail, sending a deep, roaring
riffle overboard afore dark. This way,
you ready for breakfast?
"He he crept back here while I was
captain; I'd like a private word with
My explanation did not satisfy her; across the waters.
adjusting my oar, and took two."
"Hullo, there. Who are yer? From yer afore yer go below."
I could read that In the expression of
"McCann
There were perhaps a dozen men In
her face, but she made no further pro- some ship close by?"
"Tea, he had, the hag before I no"We are passengers from the Amerl' view, a typical freighter's crew.
test
ticed, and I thought It best not to anger
She drew out the biscuits from the can yacht Esmeralda, sunk in collision Judged, mostly foreign faces, two of
him then, for he held that open knife
locker, broke one lu two, and handed two nights ago. and have been anoat them negroes. They worked silently,
In his hand."
the half to me. Still clinging to the ever since. Can you take us aboard?" and then shuffled forward, without ex
"You should bave called me."
"Passengers, you say? All of yer hibiting the slightest Interest In my
bag, her glnnce fell upon the slouching
"The mischief was done before I had
presence, or giving a glance aft Evi
figure of McCann in the bow, and then passengers?"
any time. Besides I knew you needed
dently something unusual had oc
"Yes."
her eyes sought my face questionlngly.
the sleep. What are you going to do?"
You are not going to offer him
Hé turned, and spoke to the man curred, but just what was the nature
I smiled a bit grimly, glimpsing him
loose-Jointe- d
of the accident to the Indian Chief I
grasping the wheel, a tall,
any?"
beneath the soil.
"8ay Sir, When You 8peak to Me."
He deserves none; he has already fellow in straw hat and pink shirt was unable to decide. I climbed the
"I am about to give Mr. Fergus Mc
bed
argument
moment's
was
a
few steps, and joined the
together.
you
jump
must
There
had mora than both of us
Cann, late of New Xork, a little sped' orders from me, and
fore be returned to his position at the man waiting me on the poop.
men of sea discipline which I hope may when I speak, or I ahall take pleasure How many are left?"
"Seven fit to eat But" she hesi- rail.
"I am very glad to welcome you on
last him for the remainder of this voy-- In breaking every bone In your body.
"I dunno as yer would be much bet- board the Indian Chief, captain Cap
tated, yet went on bravely enough.
ace." I replied quietly. "Hold the boat Do you understand that?"
I doubt if he could see out of one "please, be Is not accustomed to being ter off along with us than yer are thar
steady. Miss Vera, and leave me to at
eye, but the other exhibited a terror deprived of food, and is really suffer in the dinghy," he called Indifferently.
"Hollls," I answered shortly. "And
tend to this degenerate son of wealth.'
ing. Let him have my share, for I am "For, in a manner o' speakln', we're no your name?"
I crept forward, scarcely jarring the almost pitiable.
reckon
thar
wreck.
a
more
yes."
I
am
than
not
hungry
truly
not
"Y
"Masters Gideon Masters."
I
at
all
frail craft and was beyond the jury
"Say sir, when yon speak to me."
"In command?"
"I shall Insist on your eating," I said, ain't no one among yer who knows how
jiast before the fellow had aroused
"Well, yes, in a way. I reckoned
"Yes yes, sir."
almost sternly. "Your share la little to navigate?"
sufficiently from his knife play even to
I stood up, hollowing my hands to you'd want the whole story, an' thet
"Youll keep to this end of the boat enough to sustain life. If It comes to
note my approach. He stared at me ln
clearly.
my
carry
more
voice
things hed better be explained afore
solentiy, leaving the keen blade trem hereafter; whether I am asleep or a choice between saving yon, and that make
"That is not a very sailorlike speech, yer went below."
awake, you stay forward of the Jury miserable thing yonder, my cdurse is
bling in the plank.
to
request
striving
yat
shouted,
my
your
I
friend,"
grant
"Of course; hut first a question or
However,
mast"
token.
I
"McCann," I began, wasting no time
now. althouEh I doubt If he shows conceal anger. "But as you put hu- two, Mr. Masters. . What has become
tn preliminaries, lifting myself on one
manity on those terms. Til answer you. of my companions?"
CHAPTER VIII.
even gratitude. McCann I"
knee, and facing him, "the young lady
He lifted hla head, and stared aft I have been In the merchant service,
saya yon took advantage of my being
Tramp.
We Sight a
and commanded ships."
bnt without changing attitude.
ound asleep to help yourself to bis
"Well? Is that so? Sail, or steam?'
The one blow, coupled with the loss
"Here la your ration. Yon do not deHollls and Vera find their courcuits; Is that soT
"Steam the old Atlas line. Do you
of his weapons, had so completely serve a bite, nor would you receive any
age severely tested. The final
"Welt, what If I did? I was hungry.
lady
gave
T'
ua
scarcely
aboard
to
fellow,
the
owe
through
cowed
me.
Yon
that
take
this
I
the
lady,
no
so
Is
decision is made by the girl In
doubt
the
am
"So
I;
He did not answer directly, but had
catch It now."
a manner that wins full admirafor the matter of that Hunger la no him another thought I crept back to
striding
np
Indifference,
from lost his air of
He picked the half biscuit
the stern, and took the steering oar,
tion from her protectors.
Justification for stealing. Ton
poop, and
mot starving; yon received exactly the the girl's eyes meeting mine question- the bottom of the boat where it fell at forward to the end of the
The
men
like
forward.
the
nibbling
to
living
began
orders
at
Ingly.
hla
It
feet and
ama share we did. More than that I
(TO
CON'nNUSIXi
"I could wot see an that ocuaied, be- - a famished a There was no sign of black heads .dominar the
of tola boat

itr

r

tain"

my

uuck nuu

couldn't turn. Mornings
and
I waa itiff and oreheavy
it felt aa if
weighta were tied to me,
I
I waa ao worn-ou- t.
often came near falling from dizziness and
flashes of fire would
come before my eyes,
me.
blinding
HnkScaaltt
"I had the most se
vere headaches and my kidneys didn t
act regularly. The secretions passed
too often and caused much distress.
I was hardly able to do my housework
and just to walk upstairs took all my
strength.
"As soon as I began taking Doan $
Kidney Pillt, I improved and six
boxes put me in better health than I
had enjoyed for years."
Mrs. Schmitt gave the foregoing
statement in 1916 and on April o,
"My cure has been
1917, she said:
keep
on hand,
Eermanent. I take aDoan's
few doses occasionally."
Gel Dean's at Aar Stat, Me a Boa

DOAN'S a"T

FOSTER4ULBURN CO. BUFFALO. N. Y.

Small Pill
Small Dose
Small Price

aav
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FOR

CONSTIPATION
hare stood the test of time.
Purely vegetable. Wonderfully
biliousness,
quick to bani-headache, indigestion and to
clear up a bad complexion.
h

Genuine bears i(f nature

PALE FACES
Generally indicate

tack

of Iroa to the Blood

Carter'sthisIron Pills
Will kelp

PATENTS

'sssssssl

Don't Use Any Other
Than Guticura Soap
To Clear Your Skin
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

18.

Yet It Bored.

The preacher's sermon
had no point to it.
Second Editor And yet though It
had no point it greatly bored me.
First Kdltor

The Kind.
What plants do you think suitable
to beautify a cat cemetery?"
'Why not try
A prophet

Is a person

who expects

the unexpected.

IN THE SPRING

will be the great test of a life and death
struggle on tne western iront. in me
everyday walks of life, it is the spring
time that brings ill health. One ox the

n
man
chief reasons why the
finis himself in a bad state of health tn
March or April, is because he has spent
nearly all bis nours tor tne past xour or
five months oenned uo within the walls
of house, factory or ornee. It is the rea
son tor our diminished resistance toat
life, coupled with
is, lack of out-dolack of good exerperhaps
cise, insufficient sleep, and constipation.
In other words, we keep feeding the
furnace with food but do not take oat
the "clinkers," and our tire does not burn
brightly. Always keep the liver active.
There is nothing better for health than
taking an occasional mild laxative, perhaps once a week; such a one as you
can get at any drug store, made up of
jalap, aloes, (sugar-coatetiny, easily taken ), which has stood the
teat of fifty years of approval namely.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. But for
the "Spring Fever," the general
condition, the lack of ambition, the
"blues," one should take a course of
treatment every spring; such a standard
tonic aa Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, now to be had in tablet form in
sixty-cen- t
vials.
Watch the people go
plodding along the street. There's no
spring, no vitality. A vitalizing tonic such
as this vegetable extract of Dr. Plerce'i
gives you the power to force yourself Into
action. The brain responds to the new
blood In circulation, and thus you're ready
to make a fight against stagnation which
holds you in bondage. Try It now I Don't
wait! Today Is the day to begin. Gain a
little "pep," and laugh and live. Vim antj
vitality are the natural
of I
healthy body. It does not spring up In s
night. Try this spring tonic, and you gain
courage
with
cornea
good
health,
that
the

BRONCHIAL

TROUBLES

Soothe the irritation and voa relieve the
Do both q sickly sod effectively
distress
by promptly nunc a dependable remedr

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

HAIG RETREAT

MASTER STROKE
8HOCK
TROOPS
KEEP
ENEMY
BACK UNTIL MAIN ARMY
WITHDRAWS.

BRITISH

LINE

IS

HELD

TEUTONS HURLED ACROSS THE
SOMME HAM, PERONNE AND
CHAUNY CAPTURED.
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Western Newspaper fnlon News Service.

Certain-teed- ?

You pay for insurance against a fire loss that may
happen. Are you equally protected against lost
that surely vitll happen if your home remains
unpaintcd, or poorly painted ? Is your property
Certain-tee- d
against deterioration and decay?

Wherever there is need for paint or varnish, that need it sup- plied by a Cirla
Paint or Varnish made for the purpose.
For interior walls, ceiling, woodwork, floors and furniture;
for exterior walls, roofs, porches, outbuildings and porch
furniture
there is a Ctrtain-Ut- d
product made to withstand
the use or exposure to which it will be subjected.

e

"

id

Certain-tee- d
Paints and Varnishes

are more decorative than ordinary paints,
their colon and finish more
clear and lustrous. And they are, in the ultimate, more economical; (or
they spread farther and laat longer, and each color ii priced according
to its cost of production; whereas most paints are sold at a flat price,
based upon the production cost of the most expensive color.

For Porch and Lawn Furniture
The

man in the illustration is giving his porch and lawn furniture
a coat of Cinain-uidVott- h
Furniture Enamel. The sun will not
fade its color) rain will not dim
ita lustre) hot weather will not
often its surface. This enamel,
like all other Cinain-Ut- d
products, is compounded of pure
materials, properly proportioned,
'accurately mixed by machinery
under the supervision of paint

lililí

experts.

Ctrtain-Ut- J
Paints and Varnishes are made for all uses, in all colors and
in all sizes of cans. Any store that sells paints can supply you. If the
dealer you apply to, cannot immediately supply you what you want,
he can obtain it promptly.

Certain-tee-

d

Products Corporation

Offices and Warehouses In the Principal
.
Manufacturen off

Certain-tee- d

Paints

Ciü. oí America

Roofing

Varnishes

London, March 24. Assaulting the
British lines on the south, the Germans have forced their way forward
over a front approximately
twenty-onmiles in length, have penetrated
to a depth of four or five miles west
of Cambral and have reached Ham,
west of St. Quentln, a distance of
about nine miles west of the British
lines as they stood before the inception of the Teutonic offensive on
Thursday.

With the British Army in France,
March 25 The British and French
who cooperate at the Junction of the
two armies were viewing the trend of
the German offensive with optimistic
eyes Sunday morning. Hard fighting
was In progress but reports showed
little or no change In the situation In
favor of the enemy since Saturday,
while on the other hand the defenders
had pushed the attacking forces back
after a bitter struggle and were hold
ing strongly along the whole new
front to which they had withdrawn
Fighting of a most desperate na
ture has been continuous since the
initial attack Thursday, but so far
the British have used few troops
other than those which were holding
the front lines.
These shock troops have been mak
ing as gallant a defense as was ever
recorded in the annals of the British
army and as a result they have en
abled the main body of the forces to
fall back deliberately
and without
confusion and occupy positions which
had been prepared long before the
German offensive began.
The Germans, on the other hand,
operating under the eyes of the Em
peror and the crown prince, have
been hurling vast hordes into the fray
with utter disregard for lives and
have followed into the abandoned positions, getting farther and farther
away from their supplies and finding
their communications increasingly

More than fifty German divisions
Tough Luck.
The Patron.
already have been identified by ac"Poor Louise I Just as she met her
"Did you order anything from the
contact, and many of these men
tual
Heal
"Died?" "No, he met his grocer ?'. "No. I humbly requested a
were simply given two days' iron raIdeal."
few things."
tions and sent over the top into the
frightful maelstrom made by the al
lied artillery, machine guns and rifles.
The slaughter of the enemy infantry
aa It advanced in close formation
over the open has been appalling.
The British losses have been within
the bounds expected, due to the tac
tics of the commanders.
The allies
have lost a considerable number of
men in prisoners and a certain number of guns. But very few pieces of
artillery have been taken by the Germans
since the first day. In fact, the
on
whole withdrawal has been executed
Um-m-- m!
like
In a masterly manner, showing how
thoroughly the British had planned for
baked.
the very events which have occurred.
It is permitted to Bay now that some
have known for a long time, namely,
that the British never Intended to try
to hold the forward positions in this
region If the Germans attacked them
in force.
There is every reason to believe
delithat harder fighting than has yet tak
cious
en place will develop shortly.
The
tobacco
Germans, in the British view, cannot
now hesitate in carrying on their attack, and it is a case of break through
or admit defeat.
In this circumstance it is interest
ing to note a statement made yesterday by a German officer, a prisoner,
who declared that the German offen
sive was an act of desperation brought
on by the fact that the fatherland
must have peace.
The hardest fighting yesterday oc
curred east of Peronne and in the Bois
de Genlls. The most important phase
of the battle occurred In the latter
neighborhood.
During the morning
the Germans had pushed southward
toward Ham and has succeeded in getting a foothold at some points in the
defenses to which the British had fallen back.
The British organized a counter at-

he"

BAKED POTATO
mealy
BIG. white,melting

with
it.

And you
it because it is
Same
with Lucky Strike Cigarette

IT'S TOASTED

Cooking makes things
toasting the
has made the Lucky Strike
Cigarette iamous.

w
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tack and hurled themselves against
the Germans "with such ferocity that
the enemy was forced to give way and
the situation waa restored. Thia was
one of the very few counter attacks
as yet attempted by the British.
Saturday night was fairly quiet
along the battle front, but Sunday
morning the British again surged forward against the Germans
to the
southeast of Ham, while the enemy
continued their assaults.
The Germans have captured Peronne
and Ham and defeated British and
American regiments brought up from
the southwest for a counter attack on
Chauny, according to the Berlin war
office statement. The statement adds
that more than 10.000 prisoners have
been captured and 600 guns have been
taken by the Germans.

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
bas been a household remedy ull ovet
the civilized world for more than hall
a century for constipation, Intestinal
troubles, torpid liver nnd the generally
depressed
feeling thut accompanies
such disorders. It is a most valuable
remedy for Indigestion or nervous dys
pepsia nnd liver trouble, bringing on
headache, comma up of food, palpita
tion of heart and many other symptoms, A few doses of August Flowei
will immediately relieve you. It is a
gentle laxative.
Ask your druggist
Sold in nil civilized countries. Adv.
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Government Control.
Even the children are Iniliiieil with
the Idea of government control. liettie, while eating her evening meul, had
her knife in her hand and putting It
to her mouth, said: "I was at lilch-nrdyesterday and a girl was there
eating with her knife."
"Willi a knowing look she contln-ue- l
: "I pretty near Raid to her, 'You
better look out, the government will
get after you that's ngainst the law.' "

f

CASTORIA
For Infanta and Children.

Heavy Editorial.
Alexander II. Stephens, vice president of the Southern Confederacy,
who lifter the Civil wur was repeatedly fleeted to
from Georgia,
was an exceedingly thin man. One day
fell
there
under his observation a news-impeItem saying that he weighed 00
pounds. In reply to this lie wrote a
letter to the editor of the offending
journal demanding an Immediate
"I will not be slnnilered- In
this manner," he protested, "my
weight Is !M pounds." The former vice
president was himself tin editor, with
n habit of writing very long articles for
his paper in Georgia, and the contemporary which had made the unwelcome
statement regarding his weight refused
to retract It for the reason, he said,
that "Mr. Stephens must have had one
of his editorials in his pocket when
he last tried Hie scales. This would
account for the difference of four
pounds between the two figures."
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BEAUTY LOTION

!

WITH

LEMONS

ivr

ill
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At the cost of a small Jar of ordinary
eV

Where in W estera Canada vnn can huv at fmm
$15 to $30 per acre good farm land that will raise
20 to 45 bushels to the acre of S2 wheal its

easy to figure the profits. Many Western Canadian
farmers (acores of them from the U. S.) have paid for their land from a
cold cream one can prepare a full quarsingle crop. Such an opportunity for 100
profit on labor and investment
ter pint of the most wonderful lemon
is worth investigation.
skin softener and complexion beauUfler,
yon
Canada
to
a
extends
hearty
Invitation to settle on her
by squeezing the Juice of, two fresh
lemons into a bottle containing three
off
ounces of orchard white. Care should
or secure some of the low priced lands in Manitoba, Saskatchewan
be taken to strain the juice through a
Alberta. Think what yea can make with wheat at 52 a bushel and land so
fine cloth so no lemon pulp gets In,
easy to get Wonderful yields also of Oats. Barley and
then this lotion will keep fresh for
jeSwiasHfasejs?
Mixed farsalaz and cattle raisina.
Flax.
months. Every woman knows that lent
c&S
The climate is healthful and agreeable; railway faon Juice Is used to bleach and remove
cilities excellent; good schools and churches convenient
such blemishes as freckles, sallowness
Write for literature and particulars aa to reduced railway
and tan and is the ideal skin softener,
rates to Supt Immigration. Ottawa. Canada, or to
moothener and beautifler.
W. V. BENNETT
Just try It! Get three ounces of
Room 4, Dee Bldg., Omaha. Neb.
orchard white at any pharmacy and
Canadian Government Agent
two lemons from the grocer and make
up a quarter pint of this sweetly fragrant lemon lotion and massage It dally
Knows Mother Now as Heroine.
Plumb Pudding.
Into the face, neck, arms nnd hands. It
The woman who plows is not a new
"Charlie, dear," said Mrs. Newly wed,
should naturally help to whiten, soften, woman, according to
Philadelphia
my first plum pudding."
the
"this
is
freshen and bring out the roses and Public Ledger.
"It looks rather nice," said Charlie,
beauty of any skin. It Is truly marvel"My mother had 13 children," said dubiously.
ous to smootben rough, red hands. Adv. a prosperous
shipbuilder. "She plowed
"Do yon know, I was wondering
and she didn't have one of these while making It," went on Mrs. N.,
Resolution Easy to Keep.
three-plo12 horse-powe"why we call It plum pudding when
Mrs. Flntbush Is your husband
tractors, either.
She had to there Isn't a plum In It !"
keeping his New Year's resolution?
cleave a straight furrow among the
"I fancy, my dear," said Charlie, havMrs. Bensonhurst
He sure Is.
rocks and stumps behind the horses.
ing eaten a little, "the word should be
"He must be a wonder to keep It this
"She never pretended It was eusy spelt 'plumb,' which you will find by
long."
work,
It wasn t. But she was a the dictionary, means 'a little mass or
'Oh, I don't know. It wasn't so hard heroine,for
and she did not complain. I weight of lead !' "
to keep."
know now, in the perspective of the
"What was It?"
years, the woman thut she was."
Make the laundress happy that's Heel
That lie wouldn't burn as much coal
Croes Bag Bine. Make
beautiful, cita
this year as usual."
white clothe. AU good grocer. Adv.
Tractor Vs. Mule.
Ten mules can haul about two tons
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
Their Kind.
original little liver pills pot np 40 years of material and their work is limited
to
ten hours, hut the tractor huuls 25
"When they puss antitrust laws In
ago. They regulate 11 ver and bowels. A d.
tons and covers a distance of 20 miles the future they will have teeth In
,
Consoling Him.
at the same time.
them."
Clerk "I cannot live on my Ralary,
"Oh, that's only biting sarcasm."
sir." Boss "Then I'll try to be patient
Some men lore their dogs better
and wait. Instead of firing you."
than they do their wives; well, their
Uncle Pennywise Says:
dogs don't growl at them.
It Is difficult to do. anything for a
Most ieople would rather blame a
man who is so ignorant he doesn't
man for what he doesn't than give him
A rich widow makes a poor tnrest-nieknow he's Ignorant. Louisville Cour
credit for what he does.
when she buys a husband.

Free Homestead Lands

I

160 Acres Each

r

22 Million Families
in the United States
4 CUPS OF WHEAT FLOUR TO THE

POUND

If each family used 4 cups of flour less per week, the saving
would be 22 million pounds or 112,244 barrels every week.
The greatest help housekeepers can give to win the war is to
make this saving and it can be done by using this recipe in
place of white flour bread.

Corn Meal Biscuits
1

2

cup acaldad milk

cap emrm

neoej

tabUspoon

shortening

t .spool salt
I cup white floor
4 t epoons Dr. Price)' Baldas; Powder

8av V enp of tho measured floor for board. Poor mOk over com meal, add shortening and ash. When
cold, add sifted fl oar and baking powder.
Roll oat lightly on figured board. Cut with biscuit cottar and
bale

in greaaod pan fifteen to twenty minute.
New Red, While and Blue booklet, "Best War Tim Recipes," containing many other
recipe for making delicious and wholesome wheat saving foods, mailed tree.

DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING POWDER.

1013 Independence

FOOD WILL WIN THE
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Reading Frances Turner.
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State Corporation Commission of New Mexico
Reading Lucile Hix.
A. R.- POOL, Manager
Mrs. Jenson, 1 helmet, 1 pair
10
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M.
1918;
"
8:20
Certificóte of Comparison
Estancia
' 'Little Feet Be Careful"
Two
COARD,
F.
,
EDWIN
N. MEX.
ESTANCIA.
wristlets.
4:00 "
Willard
United States of America, State of
Clerk.
Fifteen years experience as an Ab Juniors.
Mrs. Pugh, 1 pair socks.
,
4:35 "
Progresso
New Mexico, ss
stracter. See us before placing your.
5:16
Reading Elli Pool.
"
Cedarvale
Martha Pheming, 1 muffler.
It is Hereby Certified, that the an Compared JJO to MH.
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6:50 "
Torrance
"Fair Lillies" Eighteen Girla.
Ailene Roberson, 2 pairs mits. nexed is a full, true and complete
s
and
of the Farmars
The
D. S. KING
Offering.
Mrs. Ed Roberson, 1 sweater, transcript of the Certificate of Incor- Stockmens Equity Exchange will be CHAMBERLAIN'S COUCH REMEDY A FAVORITE FOR
poration of THE FARMERS AND
Doxology.
1 pair socks.
COLDS.
County Surveyor
STOCKNEN9 EQUITY EXCHANGE printed here next week.
Benediction.
J. L. Easley, Macon, 111., in speaking
Mrs. Sandusky, 1 sweater,
Agrimensor de Condado
(No. 9412) with the endorsements
SEASON.
THE PNEUMONIA
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy says,
Everyone welcome.
Mrs. Shelton, 1 pair socks, 2 thereon, as same appears on file and
Mcintosh, N. M.
The cold, damp weather of March "During the past fifteen years it has
of record in the office of the State Corpair wristlets,
LEAGUE PROGRAM
seems to be the most favorable for the been my sister's favorite medicine, for
poration Commission.
Mrs. Tuttle, 1 pair socks.
Now is the time to colds on the lungs.
I myself have
Testimony Whereof, the State pneumonia germ.
In
31,
March
1918.
W. H. MASON
Pneumonia often re- taken it a number of times when sufMrs. Rosa East, 1 pair socks. Corporation Commission of the State be careful.
Topic: The Risen Christ's
Mrs. Walker, 2 pairs socks, 1 of New Mexico has caused this certifi- sults from a cold. The quicker a cold fering with a cold and it always rePhysician and Optician
Forty Day (Easter).
adv
cate to be signed by its Chairman and is gotten' rid of the less the danger. lieved me promptly."
sweater.
As soon as the first indication of a cold
Opening Song: "Christ, the
REFRACTING A SPECIALTY
Encino has sent 7 sweaters, the seal of said Commission, to be af- appears take
Cough
Chamberlain's
Lord, is Risen."
Office
Notice for Publication.
16 pairs socks, 14 pairs wristlets. fixed at the City of Santa Fe on this Remedy.
As to the value of this
Estancia, N.Vl.
North Malo St.
26th day of March A. D. 1918.
used
Song: "All Hail the Power of
anyone
who
has
preparation,
ask
Supply Committee.
In
the District Court of Torrance Counadv
(SEAL)
M. S. GROVES,
it.
Jesus' Name."
ty, State of New Mexico.
Chairman.
Prayer.
Mountainair State Bank, Plaintiff,
Attest:
EDWIN F. COARD,
Department of the Interior,
M. E. CHURCH
Song: "Thy Kingdom Come."
vs.
Clerk.
United States Land Office.
Physician and Surgeon
by
J. H. Latham, Defendant.
Scripture: John 21:10-1- 7
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORANew Mexico,
Fe,
Santa
Office practice and, oooeultation.
Treating
Sunday, March 31st, 1918.
Number 794 Civil.
Marck 7, 1918.
TION
Flossie Haddox.
of Eye and Fitting of Glasses a Speoialty.
To the defendant J. H. Latham: You
Notice is hereby given that the State
Offlca at Drug Store
Sunday school at 10 A. M.,
we, tne undersigned, Hereby associThe Scripture lesson discussed
provisions
of
New
Mexico, under the
are hereby totified that the above
MOUNTAIN AIR. N. M.
Fred H. Ayers, Superintendent ate ourselves together for the purpose of the Act
by Miss Norris.
of CongresB of June 21, styled cause is pending against you in
At 11 o'clock a short Easter of forming a corporation under the 1898, and June 20, 1910, and the Acts the District Court of Torrance County,
"The Living Presence of
supplementary and amendatory therewill be given by the laws of the State of New Mexico, and to, has
program
Christ" by Miss Mamie Hays.
made application for the fol- State of New Mexico, and that your
hereby certify:
The name of said corporation shall lowing described unappropriated public property has been attached, and that
"Jesus Desires All His Follow- Sunday school.
the names of the parties to the said
This will be followed by an be THE FARMERS AND STOCK- lands as indemnity school lands.
FRED
AYERS
ers to Have a Share in the SalvaList 8218, 035341, NWM Sec..29, T. suit are Mountainair State Bank of
by the pas- MENS EQUITY EXCHANGE:
given
Its
sermon
Easter
Anby
Miss
World"
of
the
tion
"
Attorney and Counselor at Law
New Mexico, plaintiff,
Mountainair,
tor, which will be followed by principal office shall be located at Es- 5 N Range 11 E N. M. P. M.
nie Porter.
The purpose of this notice is to allow and J. H. Latham defendant; and that
Torrance County, N. M., and
tancia,
Offlae hnara B :S0 m to 4 :80p m
Communion.
Services the objects
"The Fullness of Christ's For- the Holy
for which it is formed are all persons claiming the land adversely, the general objects of the action are to
NEW MEXICO
ESTANCIA.
will be dismissed not later than to buy and sell farm products, agri- or desiring to show it to be mineral in recover costs of suit and principal, ingiveness" by Prof Erickson.
cultural implements, lumber and a character, an opportunity to file ob- terest, and attorney's fees due from
Simon Son of Jonas, Lovest 12:15 P. M.
B. Ewlng1
At 8 P. M. there will be a com general line of merchandise, automo- jections to such - location or selection you to plaintiff according to the terms
Thou Me? Feed My Sheep." by
certain notes signed by you and deDENTIST
bined service of the Epworth biles, tractors, motor trucks, gasoline with the register and receiver of the of
Mrs. Waltz.
That
engines, coal, cement, all kinds of oils, United States Land Office at Santa Fe, livered by you to the plaintiff.
ESTANCIA
NEW MEX.
The cattle, horses, hogs,
Song: "Take time to be Holy." League and preaching.
'sheep and live New Mexico, and to establish their in- the amount of plaintiff's claim B
Sometimes out of town first of week,
new officers of the Epworth stock. The authorized capital stock; of terest therein, or the mineral character $6,998.15 and costs of suit.
Close.
. but always in Estancia
office Fridays
That the name of plaintiff's attorney
Service conducted by Rev. W. League will be installed. This such corporation shall be $10,000.00; thereof,
and Saturdays. Office in Ayers building
and his postoffice and business address
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
will be followed by a sermon. the number f shares of the par value
J. Waltz.
Register, U. S. Land Office is Fred H. Ayers, Estancia, New
W. DRAYTON WASSON
dollars ($25.00) each
Subject, ' 'The Conservation of of twenty-fiv- e
Mexico.
REFRIGERATOR
into
ICELESS
which
into
shall
be
divided
Bame
Living."
A BILIOUS ATTACK.
You are further notified that unless
Attorney at Law
hundred shares.
four
The names and
Special music will be rendered residences of the persons who have in When you have a bilious attack your you enter your' appearance in said
Have a box made 3 1-- 2 feet
Will practice in all Courts of New Mexico high, 2 feet wide and 18 inches at each service.
good faith agreed to subscribe for such liver fails to perform its functions. cause on or before the 18th day of
The food April, 1918, and unless you appear at
deep.
ESTANCIA
Everybody will be welcomed capital stock and the amount sub- You become constipated.
NEW MEX.
The top and bottom
you eat ferments in your stomach in that return day, judgment will be renscribed for by each are as follows,
should be solid, with the sides of to all the services.
stead of digesting.
This inflames the dered against you in said cause by deJ. W. Waltz, Pastor.
screen wire. The wire should be
C . A. Swartz, Estancia, New Mexico, stomach and causes nausea, vomiting fault and your property sold to satisfy
galvanizf-copper
will
Chili and Short Orders
not
so
it
or
and a terrible headache.
Take Cham- the judgment.
'
$250.00.
Notice for Publication.
' JULIAN SALAS,
They will tone up (Seal)
rust. The front should be hinged
C. G. Kenyon, EBtancia, New Mexico, berlain's Tablets.
In the District Court of Torrance $250.00.
your liver, clean out your stomach and Clerk of the District Court of Torrance
two
a
to
door.
make
Put
Packed Dust Proof, Germ Proof
in
County, State of New Mexico.
County, State of New Mexico.
Louis Ficklin, Estancia, New Mexico, you will soon be aB well as ever. They
Cakes and Pies
shelves 12 to 15 inches apart and Notice is hereby given that whereas,
cost only a quarter.
adv
00.
J. R. WASH. . have them made of slats, or bore the probate court of Torrance county, $250
F. T. Meadows, Estancia, New Mex
holes in the shelves for a better N. M., has authorized the .administra- ico, $250 00. .,
McGilli-vracirculation of air. Use a pan 16 tors of the estate of Angus
Mat Nidey, Estancia, New Mexico,
deceased, to sell the personal
to eighteen inches square on the
250.00.
y
property belonging to the estate, and
O. C. Lane, Estancia, New Mexico,
top to hold the water and have
Wagon Yard
whereas, the District Court of the said
All Kinds of Feed
the whole thing standing in a county has also authorized the guardian $250.00 M.
Wood, Estancia, New
James
Land for Sale
Chilili, N. M, large pan.
A shallow dishpan of the minor heirs of the said decedent Mexico, $250.00.
may be used on top instead of to sell their hereinafter described real C. L. Riley, Estancia, New Mexico,
Also V on right bip,
the stock and $250.00.
Paint the estate, and whereas,
cross on right shoul- having a pan made.
ranch should be sold together and it
If you want good furniture at the right price, see
A. B. McKinley,
Estancia, New
der, XX on left hip. pans and box white and allow
Ranee 6 miles north them to dry. then give a coat of appears that they will bring a better Mexico, $250.00.
price that way than otherwise; now,
1 mile west of Lucy.
J. J. Smith, Estancia, New Mexico,
A covering of white therefore, notice is hereby given that $250.00.
Notify Mrs. S. A. enamel.
Edmonds & Sons. single-face- d
undersigned
day
of
on
will
15th
the
of
or
canton
flannel
The secretary of the corporation
Lucy. N. M., of any cattle with above
good grade of burlap should be April, A. I)., 1918, at 1 o'clock P. M., shall be ths agent thereof upon whom
brands strayed from range.
home ranch of the said Angifs process may be served, and
at
the
the name
Will be pleased to show you,
made to fit.
An old .blanket or McGillivray about twenty miles east of
grain sacks may be UBed instead Estancia, N M., sell all of the follow of its present agent is C. A. Swartz.
And
always welcome
during which the corpora
of the canton flannel or the bur ing described property to the highest tionTheis period
to exist is fifty years.
Agent for
IaD. Have smooth side of the and best bidder to wit:
The following are the names and
About 2,500 head bred ewes:
canton flannel out and fasten
residences of the directors who shall
About 600 head ewe lambs;
serve as such for the first three
with large hooks and eyes . or About Í0 bucks;
months fu'lnwing the date of this cerhave the curtain longer and use And about ITS head of cattle;
tificate and until their successors are
Arrange one About 11 head of horses and several elected
a draw string.
and qualified:
row of hooks on the door near burros, wagons, harness, machinery,
nenyon, President.
u.
ENCINO, NEW MEXICO
belonging
goods
and
household
tools
the fastening and another just
J. J. Smith, Vice President.
ranch.
with
CAPITAL 25,000.00
the
C. A, Swartz, Secretary and TreasR. B. 6O6HRANB
opposite the door so that the
The ranch of said decedent consisting urer.
Does
banking
general
a
business. Live stock loans a specialty. We invite
hems will project over and keep of about 16 sections of pasture all
you to call on us and tell us your needs.
C. L. Riley, Director.
out any warm air that might fenced, three wells and windmills,
Mat Nidey, Director.
F. H. WOOD, Pres. W. A. MARSHALL, V.-C. L. CREIGHTON, Cash.
otherwise enter the crack. Fasten tanks, corrals, sheds, etc.
C. G. Kenyon, Director.
land
of
is
A
part
patented,
small
this
this covering at the top as well
J. J. Smith, Director.
All work guaranteed
C. A. Swartz, Director.
Two double Btrips three sections are school land leases
as the side.
balance is selected State lands.
and
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, We
one-ha- lf
the width of the side For the
terms
in' have hereunto set our hands on this
further particulars and
Shop on North Main Street should be sewed to the top of quire of undersigned.
ia
The right re 23rd day of March, 1918.
each side and allowed to extend served to reject any or all bids.
C. A. SWARTZ
JOHN McGILLIVRAY,
over two or three inches into the
Estancia. New Mexico
C. G. KENYON
Guardian,
pan of water.
his
He Buvs and Sells Real Estate and Live Stock
2
E. L. MOULTON, and
LOUIS (X) FICKLIN
nace tne retngerator
in
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
JOHN McGILLIVRAY,
.
. .
i
i
i
mark
N. M.
$
Notice is hereby given that a document snauy piace wnere mere is a
Administrators.
Witness to mark: C.
A.
purporting to be the last will and tes good circulation of air around
NEW
MtXICO
Of
Swartz.
VATE
tament of Annie M. Ayers deceased, Keep the wicks in the supply of
State Corporation Cotnmlsston of New Mexico
F. T. MEADOWS
ana late or Torrance County, New fresh water in the upper pan.
Certificate of filing
MAT NIDEY
Mexico, has been filed for probate as
O. C. LANE
If there is a window in a shad United Statea of America, State of
provided for by law and that the date
JAMES M. WOOD
New Mexico, as:
place
ed
the
kitchen
in
is
that
fixed for the hearing in the probating
C. L. RILEY
It is Hereby Certified, that there
of the said will is May 6th, 1918, and not specially needed, the iceless
a.
was filed for record in the office of the
b. Mckinley
any ana all persons interested therein refrigerator may be built to fit it
State Corporation Commission of the
J. J. SMITH
or having any objections to the pro- and a constant passage of
Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
air is State of New Mexico, on the twenty- - State of New Mexico, County of Tor
bating of the said will are notified to
Fire. Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
SB
thus
rance,
sixth day of March A. D. 1918; at 10:00
assured.
present their claims before that date
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
o'clock A. M., Certificate of IncorOn this 23rd day of March 1918, be
refrigerator
This
gives
best
or to present them in open court at ten
of THE FARMERS AND fore me the undersigned authority per
ledged. Residences and
results in dry, hot days. It is poration
o'clock in the forenoon on that day.
STOCKMENS EQUITY EXCHANGE. sonally appeared C. A. Swartz, C. G.
Farms for Rent.
nor. gooa on tne seashore or very! WHEREFORE:
JULIAN SALAS,
The incorporatora Kenyon, Louis Ficklin, F. T. Meadows,
County Clerk,
close to damp places, as there is named in said Certificate of Incorpora- Mat Nidey, O. C. Lane, James M.
Torrance County, New Mexico.
not enough evaporation.
tion, and who have signed the same. Wood, C. L. Riley, A. B. McKinley

Estancia

and their successors and assigns, are
hereby declared to be, from thiB date
day of March,
untjl the twenty-sixt- h
Hundred and Sixty-eigh- t,
a
TURNEO IN Nineteen
Corporation by the name and for the
purposes set forth in said Certificate.
(No. 9412)
Since last report local Red
In Testimony Whereof, the State
Cross workers have turned in Corporation Commission of the State
follows:
finished work as
of New Mexico has caused thii certifi
Mrs. Armstrong, 1 pair wrist- cate to be signed by its Chairman and
the seal of said Commission, to be aflets
fixed at the City of Santa Fe ononis
Miss Berger, 1 muffler,
26th day of March A. D. 1918.
Miss Mona Bush, 1 sweater.
(SEAL)
M. 8. GROVES,
socks,
1
pair
Mrs. Coombs,
Chairman.
EDWIN F. COARD,
Attest:
Mrs. Garvin, 2 sweaters.
Clerk.
Merrell McHan, 1 pair socks, 1

Missionary Day at Baptist Church.
RED
Song "Reapers are Needed."

News-Heral- d

ROBERTS
Veterinary Surgeon

GROSS KNITTING

C. J. Amble

6.

'

RESTAURANT

Figola Bread

Raymond T. Sanchez

Notice

General Merchandise

The Valley Furniture Co.

Chas,. Savvey

CONTINENTAL

ESTHNem, N.

M.

OILS

AND GAS

ENCINO STHTÉ BANK

i,

Shoe and Harness
Repairing

!

!

BARNET FREILINGER j
iThe Land Man

t
l

t

ESTANCIA,

it

looac

Neal Jenson

U. S.

Commissioner

Estancia, New Mexico

0

LOCAL MATTERS
OF INTEREST

.

For long term farm loana see
H. V. Lipe.
.

pump jack for sale.
H. Pickens.
Bring me your old sacRs.
Fred L. Burruss.
W. C. Kemp's car of household
goods, etc., came in Monday.
A. W. Shartzer of the Varney
neighborhood was in Estancia
Monday.
For Sale, yearling and
Hereford Bulls. The
ritsworth Company, Capitán, N.
Cross-hea-

d

S.

ld

M.

J. D. Fuller and family, who
came from Texas a year or two
ago, have returned to the old
neighborhood in Texas.
Don't forget the Red Cross
dance at the Pastime Theatre
Saturday night. You'll miss a
good time if you dop't go.
The Red Cross people have
moved to the room second door
north of Valley Hotel, which has
been cleaned up and repainted
and makes a nice place for them.
I want to list one hundred
farniB and ranches for sale in
Torrance county. When list is
obtained I will advertise same
extensively in the east.
If you
want to sell, get in on this. Call
at Farmers and Stockmens Bank.
V. E. Bréese.
of
To the poll tax payers
Blaney School District: Please
pay your poll tax on or before
April 1, as I am required to turn
in the money the 2nd, and any
not paid will be turned over to
the proper authorities to collect.
W. W. Condit, clerk.
Mrs. N. J. West, who has been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. W.
W. Condit, for several months,
started for home at Plevna, KanMrs.
sas, Monday morning.
Condit accompanied her as far
as Hereford, Texas, where she
will visit friends for a few days,
returning the last of the week.
Mrs. Geo. V. Hanlon, Mrs. Jim
Payne, Mrs. A. Melton and Miss
Deada Sellers of Mountainair
were here during the past week
working for the Red Cross. They
are going to have a benefit at the
Mountainair Theater the coming
Sunday the great patriotic pic
ture "Betsy Ross," and
feature "Over Here."
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Lassell, for
a number of years of Northwood,
Iowa, were here a few days last
week. They are going to Michigan, where they expect to reside. Mr. Lassell was a homesteader west of Mcintosh eight
or ten years ago. He came here
in poor health, and left in robust
health after three years. He
still owns his homestead,
The date for the Council of
Defense play at the Pastime has
been fixed for April 25, and the
play will be either "The Man
Without a Country," or "The
Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin."
Full announcement later.

April 2,"Seeking

Happi-

nesses-Pastime.

oil stove.
For sale,
Hotel Texas.
Car hulk rnm to arrive about
25th. Fred L. Burruss.
For Sale, several Whiteface
bulls. A. J. Green.
Soan of good work mules for
sale. Inquire of Neal Jenson.
For sale, sheet iron heater,
See Dr. C. E.
sofa and chairs.
Ewing.
Miss Ola Mae Hill writes from
Cortez, Colorado, that they like
their new home very much.
For Sale, the place kaown as
the Bert Bailey place, 160 acres
Inquire at this office.
in
Born, March 24 to Mr. and Mrs.
D. D. SteDhens at their home
about twenty miles east of Estan
cia, a son.
D. D. SteDhens. who has been
living with his father on the
Simmons place, has moved to his
claim about twenty miles east.
G. E. Harlan received by ex
press Wednesday a fine regis
tered Whiteface bull, shipped to
him from Amarillo, Texas, by
his brother.
W. C. Kemp has bought out J.
F. Lasater 1520 acres of land,
cattle, and some other personal
DroDerty.
It is said that Mr.
and Mrs. Lasater will shortly re
move to California.
On his last visit here County
Health Officer Amble instructed
the teachers of our schools that
all pupils should be vaccinated,
as there was smallpox at Mountainair and school children should
be vaccinated as a precautionary
measure.
"
n
W. E. Barker, Jack Tracy,
Miller, O. Kooken, Tony Martinez and P. B. Sutton were tried
in Justice Peterson's court last
Thursday on a charge of enter
ing a hotel and causing a general
disturbance. They were acquit
ted by a jury.
On Monday night next there
will be a monthly business meet
ing and social of the Epworth
League, at the M. E. church parA good and
lor, at 7:30 P. M.
profitable time is expected for
all connected with or interested
in the young people.
34-9--

Al-vi-

V

J.

T. Blaney, Mrs. Palmer and

Miss Hattie Palmer left last week

They intended
for Las Vegas.
to go to California, but on the
eve of departure received word
that the house they had intended to occupy there had been
burned, and the owner, Mr.
so badly
Blaney's nephew,
burned that he had to go to the
hospital. Miss Hattie will enter
school at L.as vegas, ana hit.
Blaney announced ne wouia soon
go on to California.
April 6, Marie Dressier and John
nie Hine in "Tillie Wakes Up."
Pastime-

-

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured

with LOCAL, APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
sreauy inCatarrh is a local disease,conditions,
ana
fluenced by constitutional
in order to cure it you m,ust take an
internal remedy. Hall's Catarrh Medicine is taken internally and acts thru
.the
the blood on the mucous surfaces of was
system. Hall's Catarrh Medicine
prescribed by one of the best physicians
in mis country lor yenio. n id
posed of some of the best tonics known,
combined with some of the best blood
of
puriñers. The perfect combination
the ingredients In Hall's Catarrh Medicine is what produces such wonderful
for
results in catarrhal conditions. Send
testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
All DrUKKlstS, V6C.
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Farmers and

Nobody thought flour would go
down, but it did-- at the Lumber
Co. store last night floor and
all.

Cigars, Tobaccoes
and Pipes

A. beautiful wedding occurred
There is to be a village election Sunday afternoon at five o'clock,
next Tuesday a new set of of- when Rev. Grant pronounced the
ficers to elect. This is a matter words that made George Selby
too often neglected by the very Campbell
and Miss Vera May
The
men whose civic duty it is to Hatton man and wife.
We have the largest and most varied stock
take a lively interest in it. Get ceremony was performed on
in these lines. Come to this store.
busy and do your duty.
the lawn at the home of the
Mrs.
J.
parents
Mr.
and
bride's
N. D. Meyer and family have
returned from California and J. Hatton, about four miles west
will take up their residence in of Estancia, in the presence of
Santa Fe. Mr. Meyer, who has the immediate families and about
been practicing law for a num- one hundred fifty invited gueuta.
After the ceremony the bride
ber of years, has formed a partand groom posed for pioturés,
nership with E. P. Davies.
were
George Pope has a job as after which ' several minutes
congratulating the
trapper in the government ser- spent in
couple.
The groom stood the
vice to help rid the country of
ordeal very well until an elderly
predatory animals and will leave
lady friend cheated the bride out
in a few days for the lower
second kiss. This caused
Pecos. They couldn't find a bet- of the
a slight flush in his face. Then
ter man for the job.
preconsiderable excitement
daughter of Mr. vailed among the spectators.
The
and Mrs. E. G. Cook fell off a
The guests were then invited
spring board Tuesday and broke to the dining room where delif. o. b.
d
to
her arm. She was taken
$450 Detroit
cious refreshments were, served.
for surgical attention. Mr.
Both parties are comparatively
Cook is hardware salesman for
newcomers,
the bride coming
the Estaneia Lumber Co.
with her parents a short time
The Woman's Committee of ago from Houston, Texa3, and
ESTANCIA, N. M.
the Council of Defense will meet the groom from .Dallas, Texas,
in the office of the county agent about a year ago.
He is an exSaturday
afternoon at two pert automobile mechanic now
All patriotic men and employed at the Rex Meador
o'clock.
women in the community are garage.
The Farmer's Friend
cordially invited to be present.
The many friends and acTell us your needs; we are here to serve you.
J. C. Harvey was over from quaintances acquired by this
AMIGO DE LOS RANCHEROS
his homestead near Lucy Wed- young couple since coming to the
para
Estamos
servirlos. Dignanos lo que Vd. necessita.
says
nesday, on business. He
valley was attested by the many
cattle are looking well in his nice and useful presents presentBank, M0UINAIK-STRENGTState
Mountainair
couple
was
showed
afraid
He
neighborhood.
ed to them.. The
cattle would not go through the their appeciation of the gifts by
and
winter well, and sold his bunch showing them to their friends
last fall. Now he wishes he had and calling the names of each
kept them.
party who presented them.
Complaint has been made of, The bride and groom with
dovs stoning houses after night. their parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
and the victims are not in good Hatton and Rev. and Mrs. G. W.
humor about it. Parents of boys Campbell, heard an interesting
would do well to keep them at sermon preached by Rev. Grant
It might save at the Baptist church Sunday
home evenings.
some of them from the reform evening.
New shipment of Robert Johnson & Rand
Mr. and Mrs. G. S- Campbell
school, and from starting on the
Shoes for men, women and children. Also
road that sometimes leads to the are at home to their friends in
shipment of
new
Estaneia.
penitentiary or the scaffold.
Frank Miller has donated to
Notice Abstracts.
the Red Cross 100 pounds of seed
beans, which will be sold at aucRoberson Abstract Company,
tion in Estaneia April 13th. It incorporated, announces revision
is hoped that other donations will of its prices effective Jan. 1,
be made and that there will be 1918, on all orders file i on or afmany articles for sale at the ter said date.
Persons wiBhing to
same time.
This company is incorporated
donate for this sale may leave under the laws of this state, and
articles at Estancia Savings the law makes an abstract certi
Bank, where they will be taken fied to as correct by its secretary
care of until the day of sale.
and under its corporate seal evi
The biggest car of beans ever dence of the matters thereby
shipped out of Estancia was sent shown same as Public Records f
out by Jenson & Pace Monday Torrance county. Ralph G. Robevening. It was a Pennsylvania erson, Secretary.
Lines steel car, capacity 100,000
DUE TO CONSTIPATION.
DESPONDENCY
pounds, and it was loaded to
Women often becomes nervous and
capacity, as the regulations now despondent.
When (his is due to conrequire. The same firm shipped stipation it is easily corrected by takParts. Supplies and Repairs
from here during the past week ing an occasional dose of Chamberlain's Agents for Torrance County.
to
eaBy
are
one
pounds,
of Tablets. Tnese tablets
one car of 80,000
adv
,
60,000, 6ne of 76,000 from Mc take and pleasant in effect.
60,000
from
of
intosh and one
.
it- ij r
Mountainair.
$
Confidence tne Kesuu or
management,
efficient
of
it
result
direct
'The Farmers and Stockmens
the
bank
strength
of thU
The
The confidence of the people l tbe rssultof
ample resources and capital.
Equity Exchange have completed
depositors
tho strength ami unquestioned safe.y which the bank assures its grown in
gradually
their organization and announce
and patrons . Ev. r siuco its establishment the bank has
of alt
accounts
Wo
invite tile
streugth and also in the esteem of the people.
the intention of putting up a
who appreciate safety for their money and carefnl. offlciont sorvioe.
new store room and building a
We pay tie highest price
Straight Banking.
A Strong Bank with no side lines.
new bean elevator in time to
resources
at our command.
financial
large
and
niaunnomont
Eiporiencod
deliverfor iron $10 a ton
handle the next crop. They are
$25.000.00
Surolus
and
r.anital
ed in Estancia.
not ready to announce the site
We pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits
of their buildings. The notic of
J
incorporation will be fonnd in
Torrance County Savings Bank
will be
this paper. The
1
County
The Oldest Bank in Torrance
printed next week.
Willnrd. New Mexico
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Smokers' Supplies and
Smokers' Delights

Estancia Drug Company
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Wil-lar-

Valley Huto Qo.

SERVICE

SHOES
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Dress Ginghams

KEMP BROS.

I

BE SMOTHERS

mrm car

ESTANCIA AUTO CO.
...
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Sol Jacoby

-

Remember, the

Now Here

VALLEY HOTEL
Is the place for you to stop
and have a square meal and
a good bed when in Estancia.
Also good

GROCERIES AND MEATS
Prices Right
"THE

SATISFACTORY

rj
airengin

.

NOTICE

s

Stockmen

MARRIED

STORE"

CLEANING.
Carpets, Rugs in
Hats, Clothes,
Cotton
short we clean anything.
or wool, blankets, quilts, leather pillows, carpets and rugs of all kinds,
If you
and guarantee satisfaction.
have ANYTHING you want washed or
cleaned, bring it along.
SANTA FE ELECTRIC LAUNDRY

Neis Frqstenson

J. E. Hinman, Agent,
of postoffice.

2 doors

north

Jaramillo
Juan S.General
Merchandise
Dealer in
Pay CASH FOR HIDES AND PELTS

Carload of Flour, Meal, Corn, Bran and Oats.
Get your
Will be sold at very close prices.
share.

Have Gasoline Oil Plant and am able to sell Gas at the stand, j,
Vn mi, fill hen
t anv time. Feed Corn.
Alfalfa, Seed Wheat, Groceries, Dry Goods and Shoes, bilk
Fringe shawls, up to $37.50.
THONE NO. 15.

A. T. COCHRAN
"Phone orders given prompt attention
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ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OP T
PROGRESS Of EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

H

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINGS,

ACHIEVE.
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

SAYINGS.

Waatara Nawapapar Union Nawa Sarvlca.

ABOUT THE WAS
British destroy

FOREIGN
Premier Terauchl has informed the
Japanese Diet that there is no need tor
Immediate anxiety regarding events in
Asia.
The Uruguayan steamer Begona No.
4, 2.407 tons gross, has been torpi
doed. ' The crew has been landed at
Naples.
Newton D. Baker, the American sec
retary of war, was the guest of Am
bassador Page during his brief stay
in London.
Holland must expect that subma
rines will blockade all her ports as the
result of taking over of Dutch ships
by the allies and America, it was semi
officially stated in Berlin.
"We are at the decisive moment of
the war and one of the greatest mo
menta In German history," said Em
peror William in a telegram to the
Rhenish provincial council.
Red guards and revolutionary troops
have recaptured Blagovieshtchensk af
ter a battle with the Cossacks. They
have restored the Soviet authority as
well as order In tha town.
Two enemy destroyers and two en
emy torpedo boats have been sunk by
a force of five British and French
destroyers, the admiralty announces
at London. One British destroyer w
damaged.
It is reported that Chinese troops on
the Mancbuiian frontier are robbing
Russians and fraternizing with the
BolshevikL It is alleged by observers
that western Siberia Is already eco
nomically under German control.
Thirty German soldiers were killed
and more than 100 others Injured and
500 munitions wagons were blown u
by an explosion at Mevrignles Btation
near Mons, Belgium, according to
London Exchange Telegraph dispatch
from Amsterdam.
The British armies in France report
Bays 167 enemy aeroplanes have been
downed so tar this month in daylight
flying, including twenty-thre- e
on St
Patrick's day. Of these, 102 were reto
duced
kindling wood, while sixty- five were forced earthward beyond
control.
Information has reached Basel that
the British aerial attack upon Mann
helm, Germany, did enormous damage
in the city, causing several furious
fires which raged for many hours
especially in the vicinity of the rail
way station. A powder factory and a
gas plant are reported to have ex
ploded.
In a battle that has rivaled in fer
ocity any that baa preceded it during
three and a half years of warfare, the
British, on a fifty-mil- e
front have
withstood a great German offensive In
Its Initial stages. As an indication of
the sanguinary nature of the fighting,
the Berlin foreign office states that
16,000 men and 200 guns have been
captured.

NEWS-HEBAL-

Pithy News Items

FIGHT TO FINISH,

SAY PREMIERS

Gathered From All Over

New Mexico
Yv'eatcrn

October

Newspaper Union New Service.
COMINO KVHVni.
Annual meettnu; New Mexico

I'ubllc Henltl) Aasuiiutiun.
Alumogordo will get a new sanitar-

ium.
camDemlng is having a clean-upaign.
1m Cruces will cultivate all vacant
lots this year.
Much mining activity is being
shown In the Steins district
Chicken, garden and rabbit clubs
have been formed at Loving.
The lamb crop in Rio Arriba county is reported as 90 per cent.
The sum of $55,000 was expended on
Grant county roads during 1917.
The Keno mines at Vlctorio are
making shipments of lead-silve- r
ore.
Citizens of the state will help to
popularize the pinto bean by means
of postcards.
The oil company drilling a well near
Aztec has good prospects of finding
oil at 2,000 feet.
The Burro Springs district again
shows mining activity, after lying dormant or many years.
The Socorro Mining & Milling Company is making good headway with its
new mill at Mogollón.
Collections of taxes for state purposes in all the counties of New Mexico last year were $1,102,619.71.
A stabbing affray at Raton coat the
life of Luis Montoya and resulted in
serious wounds for Rafael Peua.
Upwards of 2,000,000 acres of state
lands in Luna, Grant and Sierra coun
ties are under lease to stockmen.
Approximately
250
candidates re
ceived the higher degrees in Masonry
at the Scottish Rite reunion in Santa
Fó.
A price for the 1918 wheat crop of
at least $2.50 a bushel was urged in
the Senate by Senator Fail of New
Mexico.
Pedro Mahboub of Coyote, Rio Ar
riba county, has been discharged from
bankruptcy by Federal Judge Colin

THAT
COUNCIL
AGREES
VOWS OF TEUTON'S CANNOT
BE TAKEN.

To The

WAR

DENOUNCE
STRUGGLE

un i iu

i

SLAV PACT

MUST BE CONTINUED

ne lawless runi;c
IS ENDED.

Weitern Nawapapar Union Nawa Service.

American People
There it no foundation for the alleged
violations of law attributed to our Company by agents of the Federal Trade
Commission and I want to say emphatically that Swift & Company is not a party to
any conspiracy to defraud the Government Nor has Swift & Company been
guilty of improperly storing foods or of
making false entries or reports.

i1
ra
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London, March 19. The Supreme
War Council of the allies issued a
statement condemning German polit
ical crimea against the Russian and
Conferences of packers, where prices
Rumanian peoples, and refusing to
acknowledge Germany's peace treaties
have been discussed, have been held at
The council's statement, which is
the urgent request and in the presence
issued through tha foreign office.
of representatives of either the Food
says:
Administration or the Council of National
"The prime ministers and foreign
Defense. And yet the packers have been
ministers of the entente assembled in
London feel it to be their bounden
accused of committing a felony by acting
duty to take note of the political
in collusion on Government bids I
crimes which, under the name of Ger
man peace, have been committed
We have done our best, with other
against the Russian people. Russia
packers, large and small, to comply with
was unarmed.
Forgetting that for
four years Germany had been fight
the directions of the United States Food
lng against the independence of naAdministration in all particulars, including
tions and the rights of mankind, the
the furnishing of food supplies for the U. S.
Russian government, in a mood of
singular credulity, expected to obtain
Army and Navy and the Allies, now beby persuasion that 'democratic peace'
ing
handled through the Food Adminiswhich it had failed to obtain by war.
tration.
"The results were that the intermediate armistice had not expired beWe will continue todo our utmost, unfore the German command, though
der Government direction, to increase our
pledged not to alter the disposition of
its troops, transferred them en masse
production and assist the Food Administo the western front, and so weak did
tration. We consider that the opportunity
Russia find herself that she dared to
whole-hearted- ly
to
and to our
raise no protest against this destruction of Germany's plighted
fullest powers with this branch of the
word.
What followed was of like character,
Government is our plain and most presswhen 'the German peace' was transing duty.
lated into action. It was found to Involve the invasion of Russian terriThe Trade Commission Attorney has,
tory, the destruction or capture of all
army.
Russia's means of defense, and the
by false inference and misplaced emphaFriday dispatches emphasized the
Neblett.
organization of Russian lands for Gerheavy cost to the Germans of the first
sis, given to disconnected portions of the
John Sullivan, aged 25 years, a res many's profit a proceeding which did
day's struggle, and depict the ground
correspondence
of Old Albuquerque,
taken from
private
ident
to
tried
not
differ
from 'annexation,' because
from which the British have with
commit suicide by slashing his throat the word Itself was carefully avoided.
files and read into the Record, false and
drawn as being littered with German
with a razor.
"Meanwhile, those very Russians
sinister meaning with the plain purpose
dead.
The total number of 1918 automo-- ' who had made military operations imThe first infantry fighting reported
of creating antagonistic public opinion.
bile licenses issued up to March
possible,
diplomacy
Impotent.
found
in the Inception of the great German
by Secretary of State Antonio Lu Their representatives were compelled
offensive took place along a curved
The services of the packers of the
cero was 13,424.
to proclaim that while they refused to
line extending from Lagnlcourt to
United States are most urgently needed,
A barn with capacity of 150 tons read the treaty presented to them, they
Gauche wood, Just south of Gouzeauof hay, and adjoining living quarters, had no choice but to sign it; so they
and I regret exceedingly that we should at
court.
were destroyed by fire near Anthony, signed it, not knowing whether In Its
this time have to spend our efforts in
Powerful enemy attacks delivered SPOKT
county.
Dona
Ana
significance
true
it meant peace or
with great weight of infantry and ar
defending
ourselves against unfounded,
The crippled University of Colorado
war,
nor
degree
Six
measuring
hundred
and
to
seventy
the
thousand
tillery, have broken through the Brit basketball team went down to a 9
unproved, and unfair assertions such as
ish defensiva system west of St. Quen- - defeat at the hands of the Utah Agri acres of state land have been leased which Russian national life was re--.
for oil purposes and over $100,000 in duced by it to a shadow.
are being daily made public.
tin, the war office reported Saturday cultural college quintet at Boulder.
I
cash bonds are up.
"For us of the entente governments
morning.
Clyde Osborne hung up another vic
Sixty-eigh- t
thousand, eight hundred the Judgment which the free peoples
Exactly twenty-fiv- e
months after tory
for the Denver Athletic club In acres of land In the eastern part of of the world will pass on these transthe Germans began the historic bat the Colorado
Three-Cushio- n
league in the state have been opened up for actions would never be in doubt. Why
tle of Verdun, the thunder of their
waste time over German pledges when
guns deepened into a tempest of fire Denver, when he defeated Edward homestead purposes.
Miller
of
team,
to 41.
Pueblo
the
60
Jack Pavllch, Frank Mudick and we see that at no period in her history
along the British front in northern
conquest not when she overran
of
After flopping the best of the 170- - Vino Seplch have been bound over to
France and they began what may be
the greatest battle of the war, a pound grapplers he could find in Colo the (rand Jury of Colfax county on a Silesia .nor when she partitioned Poland has she exhibited herself so cynstruggle which may lead to results rado and Nebraska, George King of charge of bootlegging.
as a destroyer of national indewhich will shape the destinies of mil- Wray, Colo., is in Denver and has is
The Vera Crua Mining Company is ically
lions of people over coming centuries. sued a defl to any wrestler in the state overhauling old milling and cyanide pendence, the Implacable enemy of the
of his weight
plant at the Nogal mine, and will in rights of man and the dignity of civil- I
WESTERN
ized nations.
The Jess Wlllard-Fte- d
machinery.
Fulton heavy stall new and
The woman's primary suffrage bill
"Poland, whose heroic spirit has surLittle "Slam" at Tacoma.
A Sure One.
Jerry Bowen, a resident of Fruit- waa passed in the Texas senate. The weight championship match is official
In exnmlning applicants for naturali"Can you furnish me with any knockly on. Articles of agreement calling land waa arrested in Cripple Creek, vived the most cruel of national tragevote waa 17 to 4, with five pairs.
tor a twenty-roun- d
bout to a decision coio., cnarged with stealing 900 head dies, Is threatened with a fourth parti- zation papers, Judge Cushman, in the down argument about your capacity to
Funeral services for Mrs. Lucretia to
be held on the afternoon of July of sheep from A. H. George of Fruit-- , tion, and, to aggravate her wrongs, federal court at Seattle, asked an ap- do the family sewing?"
R. Garfield, widow of the late Presidevices by which the last trace af her plicant bow long he had lived in the
"Could I? Just watch me fell this
were signed at Chicago.
land.
dent, Jamea A. Garfield, were held at
Independence Is to be crushed are country. The reply came:
seam."
Ignacio Martinez, of Santa Cruz.
Cleveland, Ohio.
GENERAL
"I've lived In the United States ten
based on fraudulent promises of freeSnow fell for twelve hours at PeriPresident Wilson signed the bill who shot and killed his wife, Mrs. dom.
years, except three months I was In
Probably Cold.
Beatrice Martinez, on the morning of '
co, in Dallam county, according to bringing the railroads under governGenildlne Why didn't you enlist?
"What is true of Russia and Poland Tacoma."
August 17 of last year at their home
word received at Fort Worth, Tex. It ment operation and control until twenty-Is
judge
deAs
Tacoma,
from
the
he
Gerald I had trouble with my feet.
Is no less true of Rumania,
overmelted about as rapidly as it hit the one
months after the end of the In Santa Fe, was found guilty of first whelmed, like them. In a flood of mer- liberated several minutes before grantGeraldine Flat or cold? Judge.
degree murder.
war.
papers.
earth.
ing
the
ciless passion for domination.
Refraining from criticism of gov
A Contingency,
The Spanish cabinet has resigned,
The last step In the enactment of a
"Peace is loudly advertised, but unIf a man empties his purse Into his
"Do you really think pie Is unstate-wid-e
prohibition law for Texas according to a Reuter s Limited dis- ernmental acts and' giving fullest codisguise
der
professions
of
the
verbal
keep
head he will
It, and be able soon healthy?"
operation to the work of winning the
waa taken when Gov. W. P. Hobby at- patch from Bilbao.
"It may be if you mince matters."
Germany's first attempt to outfit a war were urged by Governor Lindsey lurk the brutal realities of War and the to refill his purse.
tached his signature to the s'atutory
In
untempered
his
of
addreds
rule
a
to
lawless force.
the New Mexico
prohibition bill.
raider at a west coast Mexican port
Fear of being found out is
Uncertainty hnngs over all earthly
Wool Growers' Association.
"Pea treaties such as these we do
E. A. Bourne, a minister at Joplin, with which to create havoc among Pafor many a man's respectability.
things like n pall.
cific coast shipping has been frus
A total of 6,184 men from New Mex not and cannot acknowledge. - Our
Mo., received a message from Dougico were lxl the military service of known ends are very different. We are
las, Ariz., stating that his brother, trated.
Si Bostick, who was arrested in Gar-- the United States on March 16. ac fighting, and mean to continue fight
Benjamin W. Bourne, a wealthy stockcounty, Tex., In connection with the cording to the card index in the mu lng, in order to finish once for all with
man, is held a prisoner by Mexican
at Clairmont of C. C. Higglns, seum kept by Secretary Lansing this policy of plunder, and to estab
bandits across the border from Doug- killing
former district Judge, hanged himself Bloom of the state board of histori lish in its place the peaceful reign of
las.
organized Justice.
In jail at Sweetwater, Tex.
cal service at Santa Fé.
Work In Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada
WASHINGTON
Francis J. Heney, general counsel of
"As incidents of this long war un
New Mexico is swinging into stride
rARMING Df MAN POWER NECESSARY
Wilson restricta railroads' capital the trade commission conducting an with the rest of the United States in roll themselves before our eyes, more
TO WW THE BATTUE FOR LIBERTY
Investigation of the packing industry the War Savings campaign,
expenditures.
and is and more clearly do we perceive that
are every
The Food Controller! of the United States and Canada are asking fot
Zone system for soft coal distribu- of the Southwest at Kansas City, an- now headed straight for the goal of tha battles for freedom
nounced that he expects to open a gen- Z7,ouu,ooo invested
in War Savings where interdependent; that no separ greater food production. Scarcely 100,000,000 bushels of wheat are availtion completed.
eral investigation of the butter, eggs, stamps during 1918, or $20 for every ate enumeration of them is needed able to be ent to the allies
overseas before the crop harvest Upon the
The Senate passed a bill fixing 1918 poultry and canned goods market in man, woman and
and that in every case the single, but effort! of the United States and
child in the state.
Canada rest! the burden of supply.
price of wheat at $2.50.
New York.
appeal is to justice and
During the first month of the year.
Every Available Tillable lore Must Contribute! Every Available
Germany threatened Holland when
Wheeler B. Bloodgood, chairman of
right.
325,300 acres were classified by men
the county council of defense, told
United States seized ships.
"Are justice and right going to win?
Farmer and Farm Hand Must Assist
of the United States geological sur
Insofar aa the issue depends on bat
Sinking of the Spanish vessels, the newspaper men at Milwaukee, Wis., vey and the
Weitern
bureau of plant industry,
Canada
has an enormous acreage to be seeded, but man power
he
papera
had
that
up
to
drawn
seek
yet
to
come,
tles
the nations whose
steamer Arpfllao and the ship Begona,
the Indictment of Mayor I loan, So- tor stock raising homestead lands In fate is in the balance, may surely put is ihort, and an appeal to the United States allies if for more men for feedby German submarines waa reported cialist,
New
Mexico
designated
and
were
for their trust in the armies, which even ing operation.
Just renominated; that Hoan's
In official dispatches from Barcelona.
as mayor being practically entry in tracts of 640 acres each, but Under conditions more difficult than Canada's Wheat
Production Laet Year was 225,000,000 Bushels, the
The Begona was attacked while on Its assured, he, Bloodgood, would seek to only 68,800 acres, or about one-fifthowever, are vacant and available for the present, have shown themselves
way to Piraeus. The Arplllao was have Milwaukee placed
Demand From Canada Alone for 1918 Is 400,000,000 Bushels
under military new
more than equal to the great cause enentries.
sunk off the Canary Islands.
law.
To tecure this the must have assistance. She has the land but
trusted to their valor."
Murder in the second degree waa
Germany haa threatened to Impose
A dispatch to the London Daily Mall
the men. The Government of the United Statea Wants vnr man .U needs
still heavier terms of peace upon Ru- from Tokio says: "The newspaper the verdict returned in the case of
effectively
help, to do farm work this year. It wantt the land in the
Advisory Board on Farm Products.
United
mania nnless that country agrees to Kokumln Shimbun announces that Ernest Long, accused of the killing
Twenty-fou- r
Washington.
repre- Statet developed first of course, but it also wantt to help Canada.
of E. R. Gentry and Jose Baca at
thOBe already proposed, the State De- Admiral Austin M. Knight,
When
command- Clayton.
find
ever
we
a
man
can
we
spare to Canada'! fields after ours are tuDolied'
sentative producers of farm proQucts
partment waa informed in a delayed er of the United States Asiatic fleet,
While taking a .38 caliber revolver and livestock have been named to we want to direct him there.
telegram from Ambassador Francis. has purchased all the shipping on the
Apply
form
to
our
the
advisory
Employment
committee
recently
Service, and we will tell you where you on beat am.
Field Marshal Mackensen of the Ger- Russian coast. This totals 650,000 away from a child that had picked It
up, Mrs. Tom Reeves of Carlsbad, was authorized by Secretary Houston of the combined intereite,
man army informed the Rumanians of tons. Admiral Knight is now at
Weatem
Department
the
Canada's
help
of
will
Agriculture
required not later than April 5th.
and
be
legs
shot in both
when the weapon
the alternative.
V" , COm
Food Administrator Hoover, and which petent help, 150.00 a month and up, board and lodeine.
According to reports from Petro-Congressman Irvine L. Lenroot has was exploded.
who
Thoae
reipc-nto this appeal will get a warm welcome, good
Manslaughter was the verdict re will hold its first meeting here March board and find comfortable
grad. a rumor is current at Moscow been nominated by the Republicans of
hornet They will get a rate of one cent a m ile f
mau uerniany du orierea important Wisconsin for United States senator turned by the Jury at Carrizozo In the 28. The list of committeemen includes boundary point, to deiunation and return.
Marion
Sanson,
Worth,
Tex.;
concessions to the allies conditioned by a majority over James Thompson case of James P. Taylor, accused of George C. Roedlng,Fort
For particulars aa to routes and placet where employment may be had
Fresno, Cal.; C.
annl.
the killing of Sam Allen, near the.
upon the recognition of the Brest-- the La Follette candidate, of at
least
W. Hunt, Logan, Iowa;
and
John ü. S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF
Block
ranch
j 2,500.
UtoTsk treaty of peace.
LABOR
Qra'ta. Qo'.ót- Colo.
weraven. tULUKAUO; CHEYENNE, WYOMINQ
fifty-tou-

r

enemy

planes.
The British hare crossed the River
Jordan.
French gain victory over Germans
In Lorraine,
Canadians smother foe about Lens
with poison gas.
Greatest
battle of Tar extends
along
front
The 8,000-tosteamer Stolt-Nlelsewas sunk in European waters.
mystery gun shells
A long-rang- e
Paris at distance of seventy-fou- r
miles.
The admiralty reports the loss by
mine or submarine of seventeen Brit
ish merchantmen last week.
The crew of the Norwegian steamhip Wegadesk, 4,271 tons gross, has
been rescued from lifeboats,
The Germans have occupied the
city of Ochakoy, on the Dnieper es
tuary, forty-onmiles northeast of
Odessa.
The withdrawal of Haig's forces to
prepared positions at the opening of
the great drive is declared to be mas
ter strategy,
London. Enemy first and second
line positions on a part of the sector
east of Luneville have been destroyed
by American artillery fire.
War Minister Trotsky, addressing
the Moscow Soviet, received the wildcat applause when he pleaded for im
mediate creation of a large Russian
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Win the War by Preparing the Land
Sowing the Seed and Producing Bigger Crops
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Easter at Cradle

of Christianity

NEWS-HERAL-

LATE

YOU'LL LAUGH!

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

DOESN'T HURT TO
LIFT CORNS OUT

Wsatsrn Newapaper Union New

Costs few cents!
Just drop a little Freezone on
that touchy corn, instantly it
stops aching, then you lift the
bothersome corn off with the
fineers. Trulyl No humbug!
Magic!

1

Try Freezone t Your druggist
sells a tiny bottle for a few cents,
sufficient to rid your feet of every
hard corn, soft corn, or corn between the toes, and calluses, without one particle of pain, soreness
Freezone is the
or irritation.
mysterious ether discovery of a
noted Cincinnati genius. Great I.
DAYS

OF

YOUTH

New Yorker Succumbed
to the Almost Forgotten Fascination of Coasting.

Middle-Age-

the celebration of East-- '

of Interest
WITH traceyearthatIt observance
to
Is

source and note the manner in which It Is commemorated In
Jerusalem. Particularly Is this survey
of interest at the present time as the
attention of the reading public has
been drawn to the capture of the Holy
City and its occupation by the British.
For many centuries the season of
Lent has been a very Important period
of the year in the Holy Land, and especially in the city of Jerusalem. At
this time the city Is filled, often to
pilgrims Jews,
overflowing,
with
Christians and Moslems from all
countries of the world to worship at
Its sacred shrines.
The Holy City is essentially and
strictly religious every day In the year,
hut particularly during Lent. To declare oneself to be without any religious creed in Jerusalem is to Invite
and gain distrust and thinly veiled contempt, and an intangible ostracism
from all classes and creeds of the citizens.
The Jewish pilgrims are the least In
numbers. Their chief point of sacred
Interest Is that portion of the ancient
wall of the fortifications of their former temple on Mount Morlah, commonly
known as the "Wall of Walling," or
"Jewish Walling Place." The Mount
of Olives, the Tombs of the Prophets,
and other minor landmarks of bygone
ages when they owned the land are
objects of veneration. Added to these
Is the rare opportunity of celebrating
the Passover among their Hebrew
brethren In Jerusalem.
,j
Moslems From All the World.
In normal times, when the world Is
not rent by war, the Moslem pilgrims
come from every country of earth, as
well as from the surrounding towns
and villages of Palestine and Syria.
They come to worship In companies
In the same manner of making a pilgrim Journey as was done thousands of
years ago, with the music of lutes,
tabrets and cymbals, of harps and
drums, chanting sacred invocations
and carrying enormous flags on which
are inscribed or broldered the attributes of and praise to God. Thus they
journey to and walk Into the Holy
City. "Snmuel said unto Saul: 'After that thou Shalt come to the hill of
God It shall come to pass when thou
nre come thither to the city, that thou
shalt meet a company of prophets (religious orators) coming down from
the high place (sacred shrines) with a
psaltery and a tnbret and a flute and a
harp before them and they shall
prophesy.'" (I Sam. 10, 5.)
The ecclesiastical year of Islam, consisting of twelve lunar months, causes
all the other feasts and fasts to rotate
around the solar year. But this an
nual pilgrimage to Jerusalem during
Lent, to the Mosque of the Holy Rock
on Mount Morlah am) to the tomb of
Moses, the great lawgiver, on the west
bank of the river Jordan, Is an excep
tion. It is always arranged to take
place during the Lenten season of the
The reason
orthodox Greek church.
given for the exception of this pilgrimage from the lunar calendar Is
that the change was instituted after
the final expulsion of the Crusaders
from the Holy Land as a precaution
against any renewed attempts of the
Christians to wrest Jerusalem from
the Moslems.
Rival Pilgrims Meet.
From Chistmsstlde until Easter pilgrims from Greece, Russia, the Dnnu-bln- n
provinces, France, Italy, Spain
and all other orthodox Greek and Catholic communities used to come by tens
of thousands, all armed, and full of
religious xeal and enthusiasm, to worship at the Tomb of the Savior, the
Calvary, and all other sacred shrines
connected with the history of his life
and teachings. Consequently the Mos

at the same season was
not an unnecessary preparedness.
Religious services were almost continuous day and night through Lent,
all mosques and Christian churches be
The fast
ing open to the worshipers.
of Lent Is rigidly observed by the
Syrlac
and
Greek, Russian, Armenian,
Coptic sects. Their diet Is limited to
bread, vegetables, fruit and vegetable
oils, and on special days, only a little
fish Is allowed. The Catholic commu
nity abstains from animal flesh diet,
but not from eggs, butter and milk.
Land Hurt by the War.
This season is also Important In a
commercial sense. The manufacture
of all kinds of relics and souvenirs
occupies many of the citizens of Jerusalem and Bethlehem during the rest
of the year. These are bought by the
pilgrims in great quantities, not only
for themselves, but also for those at
home who could not make the pilgrim
age. These devotees, who, as a rule,
Uve In the Holy Land from Christmas
to Easter, visiting all Its sacred shrines
and hallowed cities, bring much money
into the country, also merchandise for
sale, hence the failure of the pilgrim
visitors since the beginning of the. devastating European war has caused
unmitigated suffering In Palestine.
Early In the morning of Palm Sunday the patriarchs of the above men
tioned Christian sects give personally
a genuine date-palbranch to any per
son who will come forward to the offi
ciating hlerarch and accept It. This
beautiful ceremony takes place In the
Cathedral of the Holy Sepulcher In
celebration of the triumphal entry of
the Savior Into Jerusalem.
lem pilgrimage

An

Easter Hope.

Blverslde drive on a winter dny with
snow everywhere aplenty.
Between the drive and the river
there are many planes that make good
coasting; there are short, gentle inclines that are nice for small children,
nnd then there are longer, steeper,
more varied slides that suit the bigger
boys better.
At a slide of the latter description
halted a father nnd mother with their
son, who had his sled
along.
"There's a good place,' said father.
"Too steep. Isn't It?" said sou.
"No. I'll show you."
"And with thnt, his boyhood days
coming back to him as he saw the
boys sliding, father seated himself on
the sled and a moment later away he
went.
Presently he was back again at the
top of the hill ready for the next slide
and from now on carrying his son.
'It seems to be as much fun for
you as It Is for John," the smiling
mother said.
'It is. I am going to buy a sled for
mvself tomorrow," said father. New
York Times.
Boys Wanted to Be Sure.

'I'll give one of you boys a dime to
carry my bag to the station," said a
cross-eyeman, pausing before three
ragged little fellows.
"Which one, mister? piped the boys
d

in chorus.
man.'
"You," said the cross-eye- d
"Which one?"
"You."
There was a pause. Finally one llt-th-e
fellow said: "Fair do, mister; close
one eye and look at the kid you want,
will you?"

I feel In myself the future life.
A Minor Role.
am like a forest once cut down; the
"Were you ever patroness nt a socinew shoots are stronger and livelier ety Affair?" "No; I'm always one of
than ever. I am rising, I know, toward the patronized."
the sky. The sunshine Is on my head
The earth gives me its generous snp,
Too many men nre Incapable of dobut heaven lights me with reflection
ing their own thinking.
of unknown worlds.
You say the soul Is nothing but the
resultant of the bodily powers. Why,
then, Is my soul more luminous when
my bodily powers begin to fall? Win
ter is on my head, but eternal spring
Is In my heart. There I breathe at this
hour the fragrance of the lilacs, the
violets and the roses as at twenty
years. The nearer I npprooch the end
the plainer I hear around me the Im
mortal symphonies of the worlds which
Invite me. It is marvelous, yet simple,
-sIt Is a fairy tale, and It Is history.
For half a century I
family
in
have been writing my
coffee
thoughts in prose ana
verse; history, phlloso-phy, drama, romance, jjji m r
tradition, satire, ode and
IES:
song I have tried all.
But I feel I have not said
the thousandth part of
This wholesome bevwhat is in me. When I
erage
go down to the grave I
no
flavor
can say, like so many
others, "I have finished
drug
my life." My day's work
upset heart or nerves
will beeln the next morn- goodand its
11 tr
ti.rtih la wit n &
ness Is Just the thing
blind alley: it Is a thor- - 4'
mm i
uuguLuic
ii nuns) uu. fe
the twilight; It opens
with the dawn. Victor
Hugo.

Wakeful
Nights
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?o out of style
that
the
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of delicious
contains
elements to
cheery
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iwy-;;;TODAY.
Arise. O Soul, this Easter Day I
The Lord Is risen I

Forget the tomb of yesterday;
Th Lord is risen!
And thou from bondage art set fres.
Thou sharest In his victory.
The life sternal Is for thee.
The Lord Is risen I
Sarah Louise Arnold.
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MINING AND OIL
NEWS

NOW RAISES

600 CHICKENS
After Being Relieved of

Or-

ganic Trouble by Lydia E
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

IIBNVr.lt MARKETS.
Western Newspaper Union New, Service.
Cattle.
Prices for Metals.
Fat steers, ch. to prime... 312. 50 14.00
Fat BteerH, good to choice. 11.75fa. 12.60
New York Lead, 7.257.50.
60
Fat B tee ra, ftttr to good.... 10.505 11.
Copper
8.60 10.25
23.12.
Heifers, prime
Oregon, 111. "I took Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
K.00W 9.75
Cows, fat, good to choice.,
Bar Silver 89o.
Vegetable Compound for an or
S.OOfa) 8.00
Cows, fat, fair to good...
per
London. Bar
iVAA
Sliver
7.75
ganic UW11HB WI1ICU
8.50
Cows, common to fair....
12.00$ 14.00 ounce.
pulled me down an-t-il
Veal calves
7.25'a 9.00
Bulls
not pat my
I. could
llllllliMIIIIIIII
Spelter
$7.45.
Louis.
St.
. .,
n
8.75Sfll.00
Feeders, good to choice..
loot w uie uwr anai
8.754 950
concentrates,
Feeders, fair to good
Boulder. Tungsten
scarcely do my
could
7.75ÍI 350 GO
Feeders, common to fair..
per cent, $20.00 22.50 per unit.
nrni-l- r
anrl n I Hv
8.25 10.75
Ktockers, good to choice..
8.258)1 9.15
mockers, iulr to good....
Crude ores, 60 per cent, 22.00 25.00;
on a small (arm and
Hundred
raise sixevery
16.2517.15 25 par cent, $12.0012.50; 10 per cent,
Good hogs
year
chickens
9.4012.20.
Sheep.
it made it very bard
117. 00(517.60
lambs, light
forme.
Arizona.
Lrftmhs, heavy
16.00 'a; 14.75
"I taw the ComKwes
12. 00a 13.0(1
Gila county miners have struck rich
pound advertised in
15.00
1 8.754
Yearlings
12.75 13.75 ore In the Mineral creek district.
Wethers
lour paper, ana tried
The Silver King mine at Superior
HAY AND GKAIN MAIIKKT.
copper my health so I can do all my work and
some high-gradIs sacking
recommendI am so grateful that I am Mrs.
(F. O. B. Denver. Carload rrlce.)
ore.
D. M.
ing it to my friends."
liar.
Douglas
makes
uregon,
at
Copper
K.
4,
K.
ALTERS,
smelter
in.
Buylna: Prices Der Ton.
Only women whohave suffered the tor-tarColo, upland, per ton
21.00$22.00 new record, January production being
of such troubles and have dragged
20.00 21,700 pounds.
Nebr. upland, per ton
nay (new crop),
along from day to day can realize the
"une
Colo, and Nnhr. nr I nn. . 18.00 18.00
Oatman district scene of three great relie! wnicn mis iamous iros aim uci u
Timothy, per ton
23.00(24.00
mineral strikes, ore assaying up to remedy, Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
X 00 fii 20.00
Alfalfa, nrr ton
Compound, brought to Mrs. Alters.
$400 per ton.
ouuin FarK, per ton
ua.uuif
21.00
Gunnison Valley, per ton.,.
Women everywhere in Mrs. Alters
More mineralization is showing in
btiaw, per ton
6.000 7.011
profit by her recomnow condition should
(rain.
shaft,
Gadsden
of
the
bottom
the
mendation, and
ifT there Vare any com- 3.00
Oats, Nebr., 100 lbs., buving
;
:
u
Pinkhflm'a
3.0') down about 8C5 feet.
Colo.. OtttH. hulk hiivinir
3 !íf
Corn chop, sack. Helling
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., for advice.
Actual stoping of ore for shipment
,v
in aacK, aellinK
ium
expercuus
years
w
ot
tneir
The
result
3.2!
to the mill Is now under way at the
Gluten Feed, uackeri splltrin
Bran, Colo., per 100 lba., selling 1.77 Va Gold Ore at Jerome.
U at your Bervico.
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Stay Out.
Colorado.
"1 wish l Knew now m Kt on
,,. .,,..,.! ......I-- a
deMineralogy"
a
"System
of
Dana's
4nut
scribes more than a hundred mineral once," mild the ambitious young flnun- DHHSSUD I'ODI.TKY.
manganese.
species
containing
Leas 10 per cent commission.
cier.
......
.
Turkeys, lancv d. n
32
I 34
Sections of Summit county in which
My IIU.V,
IfillfU Ule
24
Turkeys, old toins
molybdenite
outcrops
and
of
traces
eran, "there Is only one right side to
Turkeys, choice
20
tti''
kill)
27
Ducks, young:
nuil
iK.iclrut
it npvpr
C....L.
are at Montezuma, Uneva
are
found
27
25
Geese
lake, Hoosier pass and in the Breck- - changes."
15
ltoustera ,
ai
enridge district.
"Whk-lside Is ItY '
"The outside." Birmingham
l.lve I'oullrr.
A new and rich flat vein has been
Denver.)
trrlcea net
t
level of the W. P.
cut at the
(&18
15
Roosters, lb
.'
(a 25
H. mine by the W. P. H. Leasing Com.
Young
21
30
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
2t
pany,
operating
the
mine under lease
How's This ?
4? 25
23
Ducks, young
We nfTne tlOO.OO for anv case of Catarrh
from the United Gold Mines Company,
16
4f2U
Ueeue
cannot be cured by HALL'S
the owning corporation, says a Crip- that
CATARRH MEDICINE.
ple Creek report.
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE la takttffire.
en internally and acts through the Blood
EgKS, graded No. 1 net, F
property
Nisi
Lessees
at
the
Prlus
on
the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
u. B. Denver
Bold by druggists tor over loriy years.
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, K.
in Iowa gulch, Leadvllle, have secured
Price 76c. Testimonials free.
.27
o. B. Denver
an extension on the period of their
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
Eggs, case count, misc.
cases, less commission .... 9.75 & 10.00 lease and are preparing to undertake
The Lesser Evil.
important development work expected
Butter.
"It you were compelled to engage
the largest aid richest
44 to uncover
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb...
41
ft 42 body of manganese yet found in the In conversation with one or the other
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
3Ü
I 40
for an hour, which would you choose, a
lJrocees
district.
stock
.....82
woman with u mission or one who
The production of molybdenite con
Is misunderstood?"
centrates upon a commercial scale In thinks she
Krttll.
The woman with a mission."
Apples, Colo., new fancy, box. 1.0002.50 Summit county is now a fact. The big
'Why?"
3.00 260-toTears. Colo
capacity concentration mill of
'She would do most of the talking. A
Vegetables.
the American Metal Company, Limit-ad- , woman
who thinks she Is misunder
.1- -. 00
4.00
Benns, Navy, cwt
cam
its
commenced
York,
New
of
10.00
Beans, Pinto, cwt
stood usually wants a little confidential
company's
ago
days
paign
few
the
a
at
.16
Beans, Lima, lb
J.00 large holdings near Climax station on advice." Birmingham
Beets, Colo., cwt
2.50
Cabbage, Colo
2.0C the South Park railway.
1. so
Carrots, cwt
A New Way to Shave
Cauliflower, lb
iotr 121,
Flagler Oil and Gas Company wall, Tender skins twice a day without irri
.35
Onions, table, doz
1. 2áU 1.76 drilling one-hamile west of Flagler, tation by using Cuttcura Soap the
Potatoes cwt
1. 76 U 2.00
Turnips, Colo., cwt
which has been shut down for tho "Cutlcura Way." No slimy mug, germs,
last thirty days waiting for a car of waste of time or money. For free samHIDES AND I'ICl.TS.
ten-Inc- h
casing to arrive, has now re- ples address, "Cutlcura, Dept. X, BosDry Hides.
sumed operations and the casing is ton." At druggists and by mall. Soap
23
Flint, butcher, lb
21
Flint, fallen, lb
being put in the hole. The well is 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
12
lb
Flint bull and stag,
down 750 feet and a showing of oil
12
and glue, lb
culls
Flint,
.
Mm
hides. 2o to 3c lb. less.
Lamps for the Eyes.
its officer say, has been encountered.
Horsa hides 12 to 23 price of green
A new optical Instrument consists
From Cortez, Montezuma county,
salted.
d
Incandescent lamp
comes a report concerning hallerite, of a
Greea Salted Cured Hldea, ete.
not yet admitted to a place which can be taken Into a person's
a
mineral
9
S
Over 40 lbs., lb
9
"Dana's Mineralogy." This discov mouth to illuminate his eyes through
Under 40 lbs., lb
i V 6 in
ery, which was exhibited in Denver the retinas, enabling them to be exam
Ulue bides and skins
7
stag
Bull and
last year, is expected to revolutionize ined through the pupils.
Part cured, lc less.
Ureen, 2o less than cured.
the making of Iron castings. It was,
Ask for Red Cross
TWi'f he misled.
in 1916, discovered in the Ute moun
Calf and Kip, Ureen Salted.
Makes beautiful white clothes.
20W22 tains, eighteen miles from Cortez, in Bag Blue.
Calfskin, lb
At all good grocers. Adv.
12W14 the southwest corner of Colorado.
Kip, lb
Each.
1.OO01.2S
Deacons
Royal Wit Not Slow. "
Mlunks
.500 '5
Montana.
Rich In sly humor was the reply of
.41
Branded
5.00 O 6 0
Horse, No. 1
Dividend action by Anaconda Cop- Henry IV of France, who one day
Horse, No. 2
4.006.00 per Company March 26 and Inspira reached Amiens after a prolonged Jour2. 5003.00
Qlue and pony
50$ .60 tion Copper Company on March 28.
ney. A local orator wns reputed to
Colt
Copper exports to allied countries harangue him, and commenced with a
Green Salted Pelta.
In 1917 Increased 47 per cent, over lengthy string of epithets:
Each,
boaf2.60
Lamb and sheep
"Very great sovereigns, very good,
The December increase over
.1541 .45 1916.
Mnriua: lambs
"
&
very merciful, very magnanimous
aiheaiTlngs
1916 was 68 per cent.
.100
"And also," Interrupted the weary
Dry Fllot Pelts.
monarch, "very tired."
.
33
Wool pelts
New Mexico.
23
Short wool pelts
20
large hoist has been put In at the
ifutcher shearlings. No. 1..
A
10
(or the Troops.
No. 2 murían shearlings..
Allen's Foot-Ea- se
Deadwood shaft at Mogollón.
Bucks, saddles and pieces at value.
Many war sone hospitals hare ordered Allen's
More machinery arrived at Mogol root-Basthe antiseptlo powder, for use
MISCELLANEOUS
MARKETS.
lón for new mill at Socorro plant.
among the troops. Shaken Into the shoes and
Allen's root-Es- s
in the foot-batAt Columbus the Booth Oil Com sprinkled
Metal Market Valnea.-- '
gives rest and comfort, and makea walking n
Bar sliver, 89Tc.
pany has large acreage under lease.
everywhere S5c Try it today. Adv.
Sold
delight.
Copper. $23 12,.
Lead, I7.25&7.50.
A larger oil hoist is being installed
Spelter, 37.45.
Fate of the Duck.
per unit, at the Deadwood mine at Mogollón,
concentrates,
Tungsten
Two women were gazing on Satur126.00.
River
A new corporation, the Felix
day at the whole display made by a
Colo. Tungsten
concenBoulder,
Oil Company, filed articles of Incor poulterer in Smlthtleld two ducks,
trates, 60 per cent, S20.006?22.60 per poration.
blacktened and dried by long hanging
unit; crude ores, 60 per cent, 322.000
25.00; 25 per cent, 312.000 12.50; 10 per
Roy citizens have organized a de In cold storage. "If yer nrsks me," recent, 38.40 12.20.
investigate
company
to
in
marked one, pointing an accusing Anvelopment
New York Cotton Prices.
ger at one of the birds, "that feller's
dications ot oil in that vicinity.
New
York. Cotton March, 34.05:
Westminster Gazette.
May, 32.95; July, 32.18; October, 31.11;
The Oaks Co. is retlmberlng Pacific been gassed."
December, 30.85.
shaft In Mogollón district. Air com
Do not be a derelict and drift aimpressor has arrived at Deep Down
Price of Suarar.
on the Ocean of Life.
Sugar
Centrifugal,
New York.
mine and Is being Installed. Mill val lessly
6.005; fine granulated, 7.45.
ues were encountered on third level
Wlit Do Yo Know About
west
Unseed.
Duluth. Linseed
$4.264.35? May.
CATTLE?
Three feet of high grade ore has
24.80; July, (4.28, asked; October, 33.75.
been opened in the lower Bearup tunDa Ton Want to Kaow to
CATTLE BUSINESS ?
nel, showing the same character and
Kaneaa City Produce.
Kansas City, Mo. Butter Creamery, value as found in the upper tunnels,
41 fee; firsts. 40fec; seconds. 3tfc; packsev
as
is
it
This is of special Interest
ing. 32VjC
"CATTLE. BREEDS AND ORrGTV"
on esrts.
Eggs Firsts. 34c.
eral hundred feet lower than any de M.MIljM8EIT1 about sll breads of esttle
Poulu-Roosters. 18c; broilers, 24
KTfltlMtT C.. IN. SUIUMU. 13.
Mogollón
district
velopment
the
In
,
26c
Butter, ICga-a-, Potatoes nnd Roosters.
Wyoming.
You
Chicago. Butter
Creamery, 35ij)
40c.
The new laboratory at the Standard
pitHd propoiltlo
W nn offer yw
Eggs
ordinary
Firsts. 84835c;
to Mil Trinity OH Company toclr., 430 tiin
firsts. 42 34c; at mark, cases Included, refinery at Casper has been com
or tor cub, In your owa torn
piTm-- nt
33 Í! 34o.
'
pleted.
muolty.
Potatoes Wisconsin. Michigan and
attTaetlT
poniMf-- r
thtt titnrk
W
31. 1661. !0,
bulk,
The Milllken Company has brought
Minnesota
ditto,
at ait natrn. It
tnT4Mtnnnt
ptcutatlre
sacks. 31.206 1.25.
new
well
la tha
eaaoa
In an Important
tb
ahonld advance ery rapidly
Poultry Roosters, young, 28c.
open
for aucccaarul field operations.
Blackwell field of the
Chicago Grain aad Provlaloa Prices.
tT la fn tb nandn of practical oil
Trini
string
complete
a
and
rig
drilling
A
tbelr drilling operation
coca who rnnflne
Chicago. Corn No. 3 yellow, 81.68&
producto proTWi territory. It haa octet Kanaaa.
1.78: No. 4 yellow, 11.489 t. 65.
of tools for the Horseshoe Oil and Gas
ing welta on Ha 440 acre tract in
Oats No. 3 white, 93titj94c; standway to Rawlins.
on
the
are
Company
on every aide by bis
proved
ta
which
ard. 3ttft94ttc.
In
holding
and
there
lta
Rye No. 2. 32 83.
The One Hundred Oil Company,
and other fields aro described
Barley
1.75r2 10.
In detail In our Trinity circular, waies)
drilling five miles south of Douglas,
Timothy 35.008.00. .
upon request.
Mailed
b
will
1,350
Clover 828 00 31.00.
struck water at a depth of about
Lard $26.20.
Wm. McDoagall & Company
(ML
Ribs $24.27924.77.

fmur.

Hungarian patent, 98 lbs. sacked,
subject to discount
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Can Sell Trinity

SO?

IDEAL BLDCJ., DENVER,

OOLO.

an adobe warehouse on the rear
NEW HOME
of their lots, Juan Trujillo hav- Special Correspondence.
Rev. Threadgill. and family
Mrs. Barcus Keen came up
Lewis Dishman arrived here ing the contract for the adobe spent
You Are Shown A Way Out.
the day last Wednesday
work.
from Belen the last of last week, last Tuesdav where he spent a
Nidey and family.
There can be no reason why any
Mat
with
Dressier
Joe
old
son
of
friends
The little
John Power took Mr. Ridgill few days with his
reader of this who Buffers the tortures
Verdie Smith spent last SaturHe has now had the misfortune to fall from
of an aching back, the annoyance of and family to Roswell last week and schoolmates.
urinary disorders, the pains and dan- and brought N. P. Harbin and crone to Las Vegas where he will a horse and break his left arm, day and Saturday night with
gers of kidney ills will fail to heed the Mr. Ridgill back.
.
stay a few days and then go one day last week. The fracture Inez Rucker.
word of a resident of this locality who
was reduced by a surgeon and
back to his home in Texas.
took
family
and
J. L. Smith
has found relief. The following is
A night Spanish school has
fellow is doing well.
little
and
the
Wingfield
triaitnra.
ftf
thlfl
flfirt
Ed
Amnrtrr
dinner
with
tho
convincing proof.
been started in Lucy. About
A. M. Plotner, carpenter, 1423 St. eight
R. Romero, county treasurer, family last Sunday.
been en- of the community to Liucy Saturpupils
or
ten
have
John St., Albuquerque, N. Méx., says:
is day was W. W. Ward. F. P. has purchased two residence lots,
The meeting at Garland school
"I had severe attacks of kidney trouble rolled to date. The beginning
Mourfield, Barney Ward, C. N. north of Dr. Amble's residence. house is still in progress. Everyand my back bothered me very much. satisfactory.
As soon as he can build he will one is cordially invited to attend.
Rhoads and wite.
I didn't feel well at all and when I exA number of Lucy people went
bring his family to Mountainair
erted myself I tired very quickly.
a
Miss
and
Vick
Clarence
Ira Ludwick sold his stock,
Doan's Kidney Pills soon cured me of to a party given by Mr. and Mrs.
He has also secured
to live.
Pro
to
trip
a
made
Rhoads
McGillifarming
Angus
tools, chickens and so
the
at
Atkinson
gener
have
I
then
Since
the attack.
more property near the lumber
ally had a box of Doan's Kidney Pills vray ranch.
A most enjoyable gresso Tuesday.
on to a newcomer from Oklahocommence
will
soon
the
vard and
in the house in case I should need evening was spent in playing
Miss Carrie Hawkins spent the erection of a building in which ma, who has moved on to the
them."
place.,
Gumdancing.
games
We welcome them into
and
Miss
Lillian
eveninc with
to house a planing mill.
Don't simPrice 60c at all dealers.
community.
Mr. Ludwick
croquet.
our
playing
fory
Saturday,
to
McGillivray
went
ply ask for a kidney remedy get
the
John
Albuquerque.
to
moved
has
same
Kidney
that
Pills
the
Doan's
northern part of the state and
The vounsr people ate dinner
MORIARTY
Co.,
Mr. Plotner had.
Texas
Mr. Wheelers from
brought back a bunch of fine with Miss Carrie Hawkins Sun From the Mori arty Messenger.
N.
Y.
Buffalo,
Mfgrs.,
E. L. Hall and family left have moved on to the A. B. Mc- cattle. He is also driving a new day.
AH reported a nice time
Monday for Plainview, Texas, Kinley farm.
Mr. McKinley
Buick. ' He is also delivering a and a fine dinner.
WILLARD
bunch of common cattle that he , A nice birthday party was driving out two wagons.
and family have moved up ie the
McKinley
From the Record
sold to make room for his regisAn eight pound baby girl was mountains near the
given at the home of Mr. and
Miss Bertha Becker of Albu- tered ones.
sawmill.
to
morning
Sunday
early
Tuesday
night
born
Thomas
Mrs. Allie
querque and Mrs. E. L; Garvin
Boyd Bros, received a car of in honor of Clarence Vick. Dain- - Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Plummer.
Dimple Nidey visited Miss Nell
of Estancia attended a business cattle from Texas last week. tv refreshments consisting of
Saturday afternoon.
Bigbee
Mr. and Mrs. Fincke and Miss
meeting of the Willard Red One was dead in the car.
were Gilbert went to Albuquerque
and sandwiches
cake
making garden and
Farming,
They were
Cross yesterday.
served. The guests departed at Sunday.
Miss
and
Mrs.
seems to be the orFincke
setting
hens
profavorably impressed with the
a late hour reporting a nice time. Gilbert remained on account of der of the day.
PROGRESfeO
gress of the organization.
Special Correspondence.
M. M. Rhoads loBt his well the illness of the former.
Bob Blancett and family visit
We regret very much having
drill bit in his well and has been
writing
Friday
this
here
was
weather
received
at
The
Word
Sunday with Johnny Stephens
ed
Mr.
and
failed to announce that
ry much like we would unable to get it out.
by Paul McComb announcing the and family.
Mrs William T. Morris are enjoy- looks v.
death of his mother on the morning the company of a young lady have moisture soon.
After reaching
MOUNTAINAIR ing of the 14th. fall,
of Estancia
who arrived at their home on
Rev. Waltz
SOLDIER LETTER
Mrs. McCalifornia last
Feb. 14th. The proud and happy preached at the school house From the Independent.
Comb seemed to be gaining
parents have christened her Wil-m- Sunday afternoon to a very large
Henry Stauffer met what strength but lately began to fail
Marguerite.
crowd.
Ft. Riley, Kansas,
might have proved a much more rapidly. The end was very easy.
Thursday.
Friday
Mlast
in
accident
came
serious
J. White
Mrs. Warren Sorrell and little
Mrs. McComb had been very pa
News-Heraldaughter Evelyn are here from from Amarillo, Texas, to visit While working with his well he tient during her illness. The Estancia
first copy of your
received
I
to
draw
the
family
climbed
weeks.
tower
two
for
the
his
San Angelo, Texas, visiting rela with
deceased and the McComb family paper today.
It's like getting a
tives and friends.
Arthur Sheehan and wife, Ray piping, and fell from the tower have many true friends here letter from home to get the dear
some
of
ground,
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NO REASON FOR IT

LUCY

Special Correspondence.

RATTLESNAKE

Sneclal CorresDondence.

Mel-vin-

Foster-Milbur-

"

Sh! What would happen

to me if I were your kid f

Well, if you're not acquainted
with Calumet Bakings you
don't know what a good excuse I have.
Can't Help
Helping Myself they're so
I
good Good for me too, because Calumet Bakings aré

n

er

Pirate- -

wholesome and easily digested.
MHUonstpf mothers use

CALUMET
BAKING

POWDER

because of its purity

because

it alwnys gives best results and is
economical in cost and use"
Calumet containa only tuch
ingredient
at have been op
proved officially by the (A S,
Food Authorities.
You save when you buy It,
fou save when you uee If.
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Women

This Is Our Winter
of Test
lEBVIXG food is a lo
cal problem for each
community.
Prices
and definite rules for
every one cannot be
formulated. It
Is a duty for
each one to
eat only so
much as is
to
necessary
the
maintain
body
human
neauliy and strong. This winter
when Is to
period
1918
the
is
if
be tested here In America whether our people are capable of voluntary Individual sacrifice to
save the world. That Is the purpose of the organization of the
United Slates Food Administration by voluntary effort to provide the food that the world
needs.
CJ. S. FOOD ADMINISTRATION

solution made by dissolving two
ounces of corrosive sublimate in
sixteen gallons of water. This
solution is very poisonous and
should be kept away from children and stock.
Formaldehyde Treatment: Immerse the tubers two hours in
a solution of formaldehyde one
Dint, and water 30 gallons.
The essential thing is to soak
the tubers for two hours in the
solution.
diluted disinfecting
The method of doing this may
vary with the conveniences or
ingenuity of the operator. R.
L. Strong, County Agricultural
Agent.
,

7.
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.

g

er

Rheumatism Yields
Only rheumatic sufferers know
the agony of its darting pains,
aching joints or twisting cords.
But some few have not known that

somrc.

no.

has been correcting this trouble
when other treatments have
utterly failed.
Scott's is essentially blood-foo- d
in such rich, concentrated form
that its oil gets into the blood to
alleviate this stubborn malady.
Get a bottle of Scott' Emul
sion or advise an ailing
friend. No alcohol.

E--

"

one-hal-

6fs

The Norwegian cod Hver oil in
Scott'a Fmnlplon U now refined in our
own American laboratories w h ic O
make it Dure and nIatj.hl
Scoit at Bowne. Bloomfield. N. 1.

